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ABSTRACT

In this thesis it is shown how Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems

(CCS) may be used to describe the 051 Network Service and the X.25 packet

leve 1 protocol.

A method is presented to derive (and verify) the behaviour description of an

interface between two protocols. The behaviour description of the interface

is derived from the behaviour descr~ptions of the two protocols, and certain

relationships between the protocols.

This method is used to derive the behaviour description of an interface

between the 051 Network Service and the X.25 packet level protocol. With this

interface, the 051 connection-mode service may be provided by using X.25.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Because of an increasing demand for communication. computer systems are being

connected to other computers by means of computer networks. Reasons for

communication between computer systems could be, for example, a need to

exchange information or a need to share resources.

Communication between two systems is only possible if both systems use the

same communication procedure or protocol. Because communication protocols can

be very complicated, they are designed (and implemented) in a structured way.

A ~irst step towards international standardization of the various protocols

was made when the International Standards Organization (ISO) proposed a model

~or the structure of protocols: the Reference Model of Open Systems

Interconnection (051).

X.25 is a protocol which implements a subset of the OSI model and, although

it was designed before the 051 model, efforts are being made to let X.25

conform to the 051 model.

CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) is a formalism which can be used to

describe communication behaviours by algebraic expressions. In chapter 2, we

define the CCS syntax and notation used throughout this thesis. We also

present a method to derive the behaviour of an interface between two

protocols from the behaviours of the protocols and certain relationships

between the protocols.

In chapter 3 we give an informal description of the 051 seven layer model (in

particular the network layer) and the X.25 protocol.

CCS is used to formalize these descriptions in chapter 4. We then use these

behaviour descriptions and the interface design method, to derive the

behaviour of an interface between the OSI Network Service and the X.25 packet

level protocol.

Note: In this thesis, frequent use is made of abbreviations. For your

convenience, appendix C contains a list of abbreviations.
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CHAPTER 2: THE FORMALISM, NOTATION AND METIIODS

2.1 The Calculus of Conmunicaling Systems (CCS)

The Calculus of Communicating systems is defined by Robin Milner in his

publication "A Calculus of Communicating Systems" [MIL 80].

CCS is a formalism with which we can:

- Specify communication behaviours by algebraic expressions

- Calculate the combined behaviour of communicating systems

- Determine whether two behaviours are in the same equivalence class

- Reduce the behaviour to a minimal form (in the same equivalence class)

Milner's main idea is that we can describe a system by considering its

behaviour as experienced by an external observer. The only way this observer

can observe the system is by communicating with it. Hence the keywords in CCS

are observation and communication.

Communication between two (sub-)systems (we call them agents) is considered

to be an indivisible action. An agent can communicate with the external world

by means of ports.

The syntax of the CCS dialect used by the Digital Systems Group is presented

in Prof. Koomen's lecture notes "Systeemtechnologie I" [KOO 88l. We wi 11

summarize this CCS dialect here, using examples as an informal introduction.

Later we will define the exact syntax used in this thesis.

An agent is determined by its behaviour equations. Such equations can be

interpreted as state transition equations in which the left-hand side denotes

the current state and the right-hand side gives the state transitions and the

next state(s).

Example: SO = a : S1

SO and S1 are behaviour identifiers (state names), a is an action. We may

regard the behaviour identifiers as the nodes of a graph, and the actions as

the edges.

SO 0

1a
51 •

An observable action is a communication with the external world via a port. A

non-observable or internal action is denoted by T. An observable action is

denoted as the catenation of:
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- the name of the agent followed by a period (optional)

- the name of the port

- A question mark (meaning input) or an exclamation mark (meaning output)

- In the case of an output action: A message or value

In the case of an input act ion: A message or variable

Example: 50 = 5.val!2 : 51 + 5.ds?a : 52

50

S.val!2 ~ 0 ~ S.ds?a

51 52

This means that agent 5 goes either from state 50 to state 51 by an output

action in which it sends the value 2 via port valor it goes from state 50 to

state 52 by an input action in which it accepts a value via input port ds.

This value is assigned to the variable a.

Having given this informal (and incomplete) introduction, we will proceed to

a formal description of the CCS syntax used in this thesis.
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2.2 The CCS Syntax in Backus-Naur Form

In this thesis we will only use the normal form notation for CCS behaviour

descriptions. On the following pages the syntax is defined for CCS in normal

.form.

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the term expression. We will

use the term bool_expression for an expression that, when evaluated, gives a

boolean value. An int_expression evaluates to an integer value.

A variable 1s a name which 1s associated with a data tyPe, e.g. we could have

a variable named counter which is of data tyPe integer.

A name is defined as a .finite-length sequence of characters starting with a

letter and containing only letters, digits, underscores and periods.

The .following BNF notation is used to define the CCS syntax (X and Y are BNF

express ions) :

<nonterm> Names of nonterminals are surrounded by "<" and
11>11 •

{ X }-

{ X }+

[ X ]

X I Y

"term"

represents: zero or more repetitions of X.

represents: one or more repetitions of X.

represents: X is optional.

X and Y are alternatives and either X or Y must be

chosen.

Terminals are denoted between quotes.

Abbreviations used below:

behav. desc. = behaviour description

behav. expo = behaviour expression

behav. equat. = behaviour equation

param = parameter

paramlist = parameter list

Examples are given in italics.
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<behav. desc.> ::=

<behav. equat.>::=

<oldstate> ::=

<newstate> ::=

<behav. exp.> ::=

{<behav. equat.>}+

<oldstate> "=" <behav. exp.>

52 = outlx : 53

<name> [<formal paramlist>]

54 (x,y)

<name> [<actual paramlist>]

54 (x+l, y)

NIL

<behav. exp.> "+" <behav. exp>

<behav. expo > "I" <behav. exp>

<action> ":" <newstate>

<behav. expo > "\" [<portset>]

<behav. exp.> "["<relabel>"]"

"if" <bool_expression> "then" <behav. exp.>

[ "else" <behav. exp.> ] "fi"

outla : in?b : SO

if a=2 then inl?b:SO + in2?b:Sl fi

<formal param> }- ")"II II

<formal param> ::=

<actual param> ::=

<action> ::=

<formal paramlist>::=

"(" <formal param> {

(x,a,b,y)

<actual paramlist>::=

"(" <actual param> { " " <actual param> }- ")"

(x+2,y,7,0)

<variable>

<expression>

[<processname>"."]<portname> "!" [<actual param>]

[<processname>"."]<portname> "?" [<formal param>]

T

<processname>

<port name>

outllx+3

:: = <name>

: : = <name> [" ["<int_expression>"]"]

ain

boutf3]

<portset> ::= "{" <portname> [","<portname>]- "}"

<relabel>

{a,b}

: := <action> "/" <action> [", "<relabel>]

aI/a?, b?/bl
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Notes:

1. To replace all "?'" s in act ions by "!" • s and vice versa, a shorthand

notation for <relabel> can be used: "ii/_"

2. If an <oldstate> and a <newstate> have the same name. the number of

parameters in the parameter lists must be equal.

3. An integer expression between brackets as part of a port name is included

as an option to support the concept of an "array" of ports which can be

addressed by an index.

4. In a CCS behaviour description it is assumed that the initial state is the

first oldstate in the description, unless indicated otherwise.

5. The CCS behaviour description may not contain behaviour equations with

identical oldstates. We consider two oldstates identical if they have the

same name.

6. The hierarchy of the operators in behaviour expressions, corresponds to

the order in which they are I isted on the previous page (from low to

high) .

From now on we will use the CCS syntax and the nonterminals defined above.
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2.3 Variables in CCS

In CCS it is possible to use variables. Variables are local to a behaviour

equation. If we desire to keep the value of a variable, it must be passed in

the actual parameter list to the next state, where it is bound to a

parameter in the formal parameter list of the new state.

Example: sa = in?x : in?y : s1(x+1,y)

s1(a,b) = out!a : Dut!b : sa

In this example, a message is accepted via port in and the value of the

message is assigned to variable x. The input action is repeated and the value

is assigned to y. A transition occurs to state 51 in which the expressions

x+1 and y are passed as parameters. The next output action, the value of x+1

is sent (because a has received the value of x+1). Finally the value of b

(which is equal to the value of y) is sent through the output port.
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2.4 Compound States; A Notational Convention

In order to increase the readability of CCS and to facilitate the

specification of systems in CCS. we will introduce the so-called compound

state notation.

To be able to apply the compound state notation we must have a CCS behaviour

description in normal form.

We also define a transition as an action followed by a colon followed by a

newstate. A transition may not be preceded by then or else.

Example: out2!a : Sl

Note that a transition is a behaviour expression.

Given a CCS description in normal-form we define OSt as the set of oldstates

in the description. and NSt as the set of newstates.

A compound state CSt of this CCS description is a set with the following

properties:

- CSt c CSt

- There is a non-empty set of transitions TrSet of which each element is

contained in the set of transitions associated with each oldstate in CSt.

- For each state St e OSt\CSt. and the set of transitions TrSetS associated

wi th the behaviour equation of St. TrSet is not contained in TrSetS. In

other words: CSt is the largest set of states of which the behaviour

equation of each state contains the transitions in TrSet.

More formally:

Given a CCS description in normal-form we define OSt = {OSt. OSt. . ...
1 2

OSt } as the set of oldstates in the description. We also define an index set
n

N = {1. 2•...• n} and 9 as a non-empty and non-singleton subset of N.

For each OSt e OSt we define Tr as the set of transitions associated with
1 1

OSl'

A set of states CSt = {OS lie9} is called a compound state of this CCS
1

description if the associated set of transitions

TrSet = nie9 Tr i \ UjeN\9 Trj
is not empty.
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- "C5t E 5
1

Example: We have the following CC5 description in normal form:

so = c? 53

+ b! 52

51 = a? 50

+ c? 53

+ b! 54

52 = a? 50

+ d! 51

+ b! 54

53 = a? 50

+ d! 51

+ b! 54

54 = c? 53

Tr = {c?:53, b!: 52}
0

Tr = {a?: 50, c?:53, b! : 54}
1

Tr = {a?: 50, d! :51, b! : 54}
2

Tr = {a?: 50, d!: 51, b! : 54}
3

Tr = {c?:53}
4

We can identify 3 compound states in the above description:

C5tl = {51, 52, 53} with Tr5etl = {a?: 50 b! :54}

C5t2 = {52,53} with Tr5et2 = {d! : 5l}

C5t3 = {50, 51, 54} with Tr5et3 = {c?:53}

We call a set 5 of compound states valid if it has the following properties:

- 5 is non-empty

( "C5t E 5
j

C5t ~ C5t
1 j

C5t c C5t v C5t c C5t v C5t "C5t =" ))
1 j j 1 1 j

Example: Valid sets are : {C5t1}, {C5t2}, {C5t3} and {C5tl,C5t2}.

Invalid sets are: {C5t1,C5t3}, {C5t2,C5t3} and {C5t1,C5t2,C5t3}.

With a valid set of compound states we can rewrite the original normal form

notation to a compound state notation. In the compound state notation, for

each C5t
1

E 5 and for each state 5t E C5t i we remove the common transitions Tr

E Tr5et from the behaviour equat ion of 5t. We then place the behaviour
1

equations of 5t E C5t i between two lines, the upper line containing the word

5TATE followed by the name of the compound state, the lower line containing
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the word ENDSTATE. The removed transitions are then replaced behind STATE.

Continuing with the previous example, consider the following set of compound

states {CSt1,CSt2}. Conversion of the normal form into compound state

notation gives:

so = c? S3

+ b! S2

STATE CSt1 = a? SO

+ b! S4

Sl = c? : 53

STATE CSt2 = d! Sl

52 = NIL

S3 = NIL

ENDSTATE

END5TATE

S4 = c? S3

[end of example]

Conversion of a description in compound state notation to normal form

notation is a simple matter: Starting with the innermost pair of

5TATE-ENDSTATE 1ines, add the transitions behind STATE to the behaviour

equations between these lines. Next, remove this pair of STATE-ENDSTATE

lines. Repeat this until there are no STATE-ENDSTATE pairs left.
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2.5 An Interface Design Method

Let X and Y be systems which both use a different protocol to communicate. If

we would like X and Y to communicate with each other, it is not possible to

connect them directly. We must add a system which can communicate with both X

and Y, and which does this "in the way we desire", i.e. in such a way that it

maintains certain relationships between the behaviour of X and the behaviour

of Y. This system is called a protocol conversion interface, or just

interface.

In this chapter we will introduce a method to derive such an interface.

The method introduced here is based on Koomen's combination algorithm

[KOO 85). During execution of the combination algori thIn, additional

information is required in the form of axioms. The aim of this method is to

provide all necessary information in advance, so that the actual algorithm

may be executed mechanically.

The combination algorithm may be used to derive an interface with an internal

delay (e. g. a distributed system). To model this internal delay, it uses

starred messages. For simplicity, we have limited ourselves to interfaces

with a neglectable internal delay. However, we see no reason why our method

may not be extended in future to overcome this limitation.

Because of time limits (this chapter was produced at the end of my graduation

period) it was not possible to formal ize the method or to go into great

detail.

We would 1ike to design an interface I between systems X and Y. We assume

that the behaviours of X and Y are non-terminating.

In order to communicate with X, we will model the behaviour of interface I

towards X as the minimal and deterministic behaviour of X, in which all
1outputs have been replaced by inputs and vice-versa. In this way the

1
In [POR 87] a method Is given to derive this behaviour from the behaviour

of x.

14



interface can always communicate with X, deadlock cannot occur.

Idem for the behaviour of I towards Y.

We will call these behaviours IX and IY.

IXIIY provides a behaviour for I which will communicate with X and with Y. To

maintain the desired relationship between the behaviour of X and the

behaviour of Y however, we wi 11 have to put certain constraints on IX IIY,

i.e. we must take away those actions which may not occur. Therefore, we will

have to use a different method of parallel composition, one that takes the

constraints we define into account.

In order to do this, we will Partition the observable actions of interface I

into two disjoint sets for each state of I. Visually:

- Enabled actions: Actions which may be performed in this state;

- Disabled actions: Actions which may not be performed in this state.

Defini Hons:

ACT is the set of observable actions of the interface, the union of the

alphabet (=set of actions) of IX and the alphabet of IY. Act consists of

two disjoint subsets:

ENA is the set of Enabled observable actions,

DIS is the set of Disabled observable actions.

ENA u DIS = ACT A ENA n DIS = 0

In each state of I, we wish to specify which actions are enabled, and which

are disabled. To do this, we will specify which actions are enabled in the

initial state of I, and with each action performed by I, we will indicate

which elements of DIS become elements of ENA and vice-versa. Moving an

element from DIS to ENA or vice-versa is called an operation.

An operation on acteACT is of the form:

E(aet) - Enable action act: ENA:=ENAu{act}

D(aet) - Disable action act: ENA:=ENA\{act}

and DIS:=DIS\{act}

and DIS:=DISu{act}

For our method, it is necessary to extend the definition of state (see the

CCS syntax), To the state name we will add the set of enabled actions ENA and

a history-list.

The history list is a list, of which the elements are observable actions

(elements of ACT). After each observable action performed by the interface,

15



the action is added to the history list.

Summarizing, we characterize a state by a state name N, a set ENA and a

history list H. N is the catenation of the state names of the behaviour at IX

and IY. We will refer to these state names as IX IX and IY IY .
o K 0 N

<State> .. = N ENA H

2.5.1 Causal Relations

The relationship to be maintained between X and Y by the interface, is

described in "causal relations", and in a "global condition".

The causal relations contain part of the knowledge needed to construct the

interface. They have the following form:

<condition> ~ <op.exp.>

where <op.exp.> denotes an operation expression;

<op.exp.> ::= <operation>

<operations> and <operations>

<operations> or <operations>

<operations> exor <operations>

The meaning of a causal relation is: If the condition is satisfied, execute

operations in the operation expression such that, if we replace each executed

operation in <op.exp> with the value "true", <op.exp.> evaluates to the value

"true".

Example: <condition> ~ E(a) or E(b)

If the condition is true, a will be enabled, or b will be enabled, or

both a and b will be enabled. This results in 3 different new states.

The condition is a boolean expression constructed from functions (see

next page) and the following language elements:

= equal to

# not equal to

< less than

<= less than or equal to

> larger than

>= larger than or equal to

() grouping parentheses

16



not

and

or

exor

The functions permitted are listed below. Each function returns a value. The

return value is described informally first, and then in a more formal way.

It is assumed that a list of K elements, called list is denoted by

list(osi<K). List(n) denotes the nth element of list(osi<K).

bol(n,list)

Returns:

eol (n,list)

Returns:

molb(n,list)

Returns:

mole(n,list)

Returns:

(Beginning Of List)

The beginning of list, the first member to (and including) the

nth member.

= l1st(osi<n)

(End Of List)

The end of list, from (and including) the nth member to (and

including) the last member.

= list(n-1si<K)

(Member Of List from Beginning)

The nth member of the list, counting from the beginning.

= 1ist (n-1)

(Member Of List from End)

The nth member of the list, counting from the end.

= list(K-n+1)

pilb(act,n,list) (Position In List from Beginning)

Returns: The position in the list of the nth occurrence of act,

counting from the beginning.

= i, for some i such that Osi<K,

(Ej : OSj<i A list(j)=act : 1) = n-1 A list(i)=act

pile(act,n,list) (Position In List from End)

Returns: The position in the list of the nth occurrence of act,

counting from the end.

= i, for some i such that Osi<K,

(E. : i<j<K A list(j)=act : 1) = n-1 A l1st(1)=act
J
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projl(list,set) acteset

cons(act,projl(list,set» actEset

proJl(llst.set) (Projection)

Returns: list from which all members which are not an element of set

have been removed.

Let [] denote the empty list. Function cons(act.list) returns

a list of which the first member is act, and the rest of the

list is list.

projl([],set) = []

projl(cons(act,list),set) =

projl(cons(act,list),set) =

projs(setl.set2) (Projection)

Returns: A list which contains the elements of setl " set2. Each

element occurs onlyonce in t he list. The order in wh i ch

the elements are placed in the list is not defined.

= setl " set2.

elem(act.set) (Element)

Returns: True iff act is an element of set.

= act e set

nurnb(act.list) (Number)

Returns: The number of occurrences of act in list.

= O:j : O:!:j<K" list(j)=act : 1)

len(list) (Length)

Returns: The length of list.

= K

state(behaviour.statename)

Returns: True iff behaviour is in state statename.

The parameters of the functions may be functions or the following variables:

H (list) The history list

AIX (set) The set of actions belonging to behaviour IX

AIY (set) The set of actions belonging to behaviour IY

IX (behaviour) Behaviour IX

IX (behaviour) Behaviour IX

18



Examples of causal relations:

moleC1,H)=a? ~ ECa!)

numbCa?,eolCpileCa!,l,H),H»=4 ~ ECa!), DCa?)

2.5.2 The Global Condition

The global condition is a boolean expression, built of the same elements as

the conditions in causal relations. The global condition must be true in each

state of the interface.

The purpose of the global condition is also to restrict the behaviour of the

interface. E.g., in most cases it is useful to specify in the global

condition, that at most one output action may be enabled at each side of the

interface.

2.5.3 The Initial State

Before performing the algorithm to derive the behaviour of the interface, the

initial state of the interface must be defined:

<State> ::= N ENA H

Generally, N will be the catenation of the names of the first states of IX

and IY Ci.e. IX IY ) and H will be empty.
o 0

Additionally, the set DIS of disabled observable actions must be defined.

The first step of our method, is to specify the behaviours IX and IY, the

causal relations and the initial state of the interface. The second step of

our method is to perform the algorithm below.

2.5.4 The Algorithm

Let EVALSTATES denote the set of states that have to be evaluated. Initially,

EVALSTATES contains only the previously defined initial state.

The steps of the algorithm are:

19



(a) For a state $ in EVALSTATES, list the actions act in the behaviours of IX

and IV for act E ENA U {T}. For each action act write the corresponding

state equation:

$ = act : $' using the procedure below. Remove $ from EVALSTATES and add

$' to it if step (a) has not yet been performed on $' and if $' is not

already in EVALSTATES.

(b) Repeat step (a) until EVALSTATES is empty.

(c) Reduce the obtained behaviour of 1.

Procedure for writing the state equations:

On the set of states, transitions are defined:

S = act : S' or

Nl ENAl Hl = act : N2 ENA2 H2

After each observable action of the interface, action act is added to the

history list (H2 is constructed by adding act to Hl).

After H2 is constructed, operations in the operation expressions of the

causal relations, of which the condition is satisfied, are performed. This

gives ENA2. If more than one combination of operations in the operation

expressions yields the value "true" (e. g. operationl exor operation2) , this

step results in more than one set ENA2. We wi 11 denote these as separate

transitions to separate states S'.

For each produced state N2 ENA2 H2, we must verify if the global condition

is true. The produced states, for which the global condition is false, are

discarded (as if they were not produced).

For the algorithm of our method to be finite, the length of the history list

must be finite. This means that we must have a strategy to discard part of

the list: the next step is to examine the list H2 and the causal relations to

decide which members may be discarded from the list.

The strategy to be used here is a subject for further study.
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2.5.5 Example

To illustrate the method. we will give an example (see also [KOO 85]).

In this example, the two systems are two telephones: a source telephone that

may initiate a connection. and a destination telephone which may be called

but may not place a call. The interface between these two telephones is a

PABX (private branch exchange). We will derive the behaviour of the PABX with

the interface design method.

The behaviours of the source and destination:

50urce .. Destinat ion ::

50 = con! 51 00 = con? D3

51 = ster! 50 D3 = ster? DO

+ ptr? 52 + ptr! D4

+ ntr? 55 + ntr! DO

52 = ster! 50 D4 = ster? D6

+ dter? 55 + dter! DO

55 = ster! 50 D6 = dter! 00

The following abstract messages are used:

con connection request

This message initializes the connecting process (picking up the receiver

and dialing the number).

ptr positive terminating response

Indicates the successful termination of the connecting process (the

destination telephone was answered).

ntr negative terminating response

Indicates that the connecting process did not terminate successfully

(the destination telephone was not answered).

ster source termination request

50urce indicates that the connection should terminate (the source

telephone is put on hook).

dter destination termination request

Destination indicates that the connection should terminate (the

destination telephone is put on hook).
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Below, the behaviours of IX and IY are given:

IX ..
50 = con? 51

51 = ster? 50

+ ptr! 52

+ ntr! 55

52 = ster? 50

+ dter! 55

55 ;: ster? 50

With our knowledge

relations:

IY

00 ;: con! 03

03 = ster! DO

+ ptr? 04

+ ntr? DO

D4 = ster! OS

+ dter? 00

OS = dter? 00

of how a PABX should function, we can specify the causal

1. mole(l,H)=con?

2. mole(l,H)=ster?

->

->

E(con! )

O(con!) and O(ntr!) and O(dter!) and O(ptr!)

8. mole(l,H)=dter?

9. mole(l,H);:ptr!

10. mole(l,H)=ntr!

11. mole(l,H)=dter!

12. mole 0, H)=con!

13. mole(l,H)=ster!

(a ster? cancels a requested connection by disabling con!, and it also

cancels all messages from the destination).

3. mole(l,H)=ster? and not state(IY,OO) and not state(IY,D6) -> E(ster!)

(If IY is in state DO or 06, it cannot receive aster?)

4. mole(l,H)=ptr? and not elem(ster!,ENA) -> E(ptr!)

5. mole(l,H)=ntr? and not elem(ster!,ENA) -> E(ntr!)

6. mole(l,H)=ntr? and elem(ster!,ENA) -> O(ster!)

7. mole(l,H)=dter? and not elem(ster!,ENA) and not state(IY,06) -> E(dter!)

(If IX has already received a ster? and returned to 50, this is the case

if IY is in state OS or if ster! is enabled, then do not enable dter!)

and elem(ster!,ENA) -> O(ster!)

-> D(ptr!)

-> D(ntr!)

-> D(dter!)

-> D(con!)

-> D(ster!)

Global condition:

len(proJs(ENA, {ptr!,ntr!,dter!}» < 2 and len(proJs(ENA, {con!,ster!}» < 2

(At most one output of each side may be enabled)
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Ini tial State:

SODO (con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

Strategy for maintenance of history list:

As the predicates on the history list in the conditions of the causal

relations, and the in global condition, concern only the last element of the

history list, we will empty the history list after each transition.

The algorithm produces the following interface behaviour:

SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
con? : SlDO(con!,con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SlDO(con!,con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster? : SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

+ con! : SlD3(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SlD3(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster? : SOD3(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster!,ster?)()

+ ptr? SlD4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr!,ptr?,ster?)()

+ ntr? SlDO(con?,dter?,ntr!,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SOD3(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster!,ster?)() =
ster! : SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

+ ptr? SOD4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster!,ster?)()

+ ntr? SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SlD4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr!,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster? : SOD4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster!,ster?)()

+ ptr! : S2D4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SlDO(con?,dter?,ntr!,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster? : SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

+ ntr! : SSDO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SOD4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster!,ster?)() =
ster! SOD6(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

+ dter? SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()
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S2D4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster? SOD4(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster!,ster?)()

+ dter? S2DO(con?,dterl,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

S5DO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster? : SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SOD6(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
con? : SlD6(conl,con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

+ dter? : SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

S2DO(con?,dterl,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster? SODO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

+ dterl S5DO(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SlD6(conl,con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)() =
ster?

+ dter?

SOD6(con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

SlDO(con!,con?,dter?,ntr?,ptr?,ster?)()

After relabelling this gives:

QO = con? Ql

Ql = ster? QO

+ conl Q2

Q2 = ster? Q3

+ ptr? Q4

+ ntr? Q5

Q3 = sterl QO

+ ptr? Q6

+ ntr? QO

Q4 = ster? Q6

+ ptrl Q7

Q5 = ster? QO

+ ntrl Q8

Q6 = sterl Q9

+ dter? QO

Q7 = ster? Q6

+ dter? QIO

Q8 = ster? QO
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Q9 = con? Q11

+ dter? QO

Q10 = ster? QO

+ dter! Q8

Q11 = ster? Q9

+ dter? Q1

Verification:

To verify the correctness of the derived interface, we will prove that:

(X! Interface) \ ~ IY and (YIInterface)\ ~ IX

(X IInterface)\ ..

50QO = tau 50QO

+ con! 50Q3

50Q3 = ster! 50QO

+ ptr? 50Q6

+ ntr? 50QO

50Q6 = ster! 50Q9

+ dter? 50QO

SOQ9 = dter? 50QO

+ tau 50Q9

(Y IInterface)\ ..

DOQO = con? D3Q2

D3Q2 = tau D4Q4

+ tau ooQ5

D4Q4 = ster? ooQO

+ ptr! ooQ10
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DOQ5 = ster? DOQO

+ ntr! DOQ8

DOQ8 = ster? DOQO

DOQ1O = ster? DOQO

+ dter! DOQ8

The observation equivalence with IX.and IY is easy to see.

[end of example]

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, one of the characteristics of

this method is that the algorithm may be executed mechanically. For this

purpose, we implemented the algorithm in Prolog. We used this program to

obtain the results of the Interface Design Method in this thesis.

Details on the program can be found in appendix A.
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2.6 Verification Methods

In the previous chapter, to verify the correctness of the derived interface,

we proved that:

(X! Interface)' ~ IY and (Y\Interface)' ~ IX

The following example will demonstrate that this is not always the correct

method for verification, as it may reject an interface which is perfectly

usable.

AD = w!

Al = x?

Al

AO

DO = y?

Dl = z!

D1

DO

We would like A and D to communicate through an interface C. Luckily,

someone had already designed a fairly universal interface which seems

appropriate for the task. What this simple and universal interface does, is

receive a message at one side and subsequently send a message to the other

side (and vice-versa). Interface C is described by the following equations:

CO = w? y! CO

+ z? x! CO

In normal form:

CO = w? CI

+ z? C2

CI = y! CO

C2 = xl CO

Can we use C as an interface between systems A and D?

One might suggest:

Verify (CID)' ~ A[i/_) (step 1) and

D ~~~
f-----~(

(CID)'
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We will show the procedure for step 1.

Parallel composition and then reduction of C and D gives the behaviour of CD:

CD . . A' . A[i/.] . .
CODO = w? C1DO AO = w! A1 A 0 = w? A 1

m m
ClOO = w? Nil A1 = x? AO A 1 = x! A 0

m m
+ T COD1

COD1 = x! CODO

The behaviour of (C\D)' is obviously not the mirrored image of A, but does

this mean that interface C is not correct?

Let us l observe"2 the behaviour of (AICID)' without hiding ports w and x.

Instead of writing T for the communications w!w? and x!x?, we will write the

names of both ports involved in the communication between brackets:

AOCODO = (w!w?) A1ClOO

A1ClDO = T A1COD1

A1COD1 = T A1C2DO

A1C200 = (x?x! ) AOCODO

Reduction of this result yields:

AOCODO = (w!w?) A1C1DO

A1C100 = (x?x! ) AOCODO

The proposed method for verification is:

1. Rewrite the above equations, removing the names of the ports which do not

belong to A:

AOCOOO = w! A1ClDO

2
"observe" is used between quotes in thl s paragraph to indicate that we mean

observe in the general sense of the word, not in the CCS sense where

observing a system means cODUDunlcatlng with that system.
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A1C1DO = x? : AOCODO

2. Verify whether this behaviour is observation equivalent to A.

(In the above case this is trivial. )

Of course, the whole procedure above must be repeated with the "observation"

of ports y and z.

If observation equivalence is shown in both cases, our interface is correct.

The idea of this method is to verify whether a system, when connected to an

interface, can perform the same actions as the system on its own.

The conclusion is, if we build interfaces of which the behaviour is

constrained by its context, we cannot ignore the context during verification.

For the existing software, a first implication of the proposed method is to

"unhide" communication over certain ports to "observe" the behaviour at some

internal points of the system. This feature is incorporated in the new

version of the CCS_TOOL, but this release is not yet sufficiently debugged to

be of use for this project.
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CHAPTER 3: THE SEVEN LAYER MODEL AND X.25

3.1 The IS0-0SI Seven Layer Model

150 applied several principles to divide the Reference Model of Open Systems

Interconnection (051 model) into seven separate layers. The major principles

applied are as follows:

1. A layer should be created where a different level of abstraction is

needed.

2. Each layer should perform a well defined function.

3. The function of each layer should be chosen with an eye toward

defining internationally standardized protocols.

4. The layer boundaries should be chosen to minimize the information

flow across the interfaces.

5. The number of layers should be large enough that distinct functions

need not be thrown together in the same layer out of necessity. and

small enough that the architecture does not become unwieldy.

Layer 7: The Application Layer.

The appl icat ion layer contains the totali ty of the applicat ion which is

invol ved in 051 communication. An "Appl1cat ion layer service definit ion" does

not exist since there is no higher layer. An entity in this layer is built

using service elements which come in three types:

- User Elements (user-provided application programs).

- Common Application Service Elements (CASE) which may be regarded as a

toolbox of service elements for common use.

- Specific Application Service Elements (SASE) such as:

Virtual Terminal Service (VIS).

File Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM).

Job Transfer and Manipulation (JTM).

Database access languages.

Command 1anguages.

Graphics standards (GKS).

Message Handling Systems (MHS).

The content of the application layer is up to the individual user, each user

determines what programs he will run and what protocols he wi 11 use. There
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are almost no national or international standard protocols for layer 7.

Layer 6: The Presentation Layer.

The function of the presentation layer is to provide the user process with

certain useful but not always essential services. Among these services are

cryptographic transformat ions, text compression, character code conversion

(e.g. ASCII to EBCDIC), terminal handling and file transfer.

Layer 5: The Session Layer.

Ignoring the presentation layer, which merely performs certain

transformations on the data, the session layer is the user's interface into

the network. It is with this layer that the user must negotiate to establish

a connection with a process on another machine. Once the connection has been

established, the session layer can manage the dialog in an orderly manner, if

the user has requested that service.

Layer 4: The Transport Layer.

The transport layer is used to provide a simple end-to-end transparent

connection between pairs of session entities without bothering them with

details about routing, cost effectiveness etc. The transport layer is

equipped to provide various levels of Quality Of Service (Q.O.S.). Transport

layer functions include segmentation, error detection, error correction and

mul tiplexing.

Layer 3: The Network Layer.

The network layer is the layer which enables the operation of different

virtual circuits over one link layer handling one logical connection between

the network and the user. Data of different users is multiplexed onto the

1 ink. The network layer is also the level at which routing between the

communication network users occurs.

Layer 2: The Link Layer.

The link layer provides an error-free channel over the error-prone layer

beneath (the physical layer). In order to realize this it provides functions

~or connection establishment and release, error detection and recovery

Oncluding indicat ion of non-recoverable errors), flow control and

sequencing.

Layer 1: The Physical Layer.

The bottom layer of the OSI model provides mechanical, electrical, functional
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and procedural characteristics to activate, maintain and deactivate physical

connections between datalink entities. The physical layer provides functions

for transferring bits. It takes care of the medium access procedure and

provides error indication to the datalink layer.

3.2 The X.25 Interface

The X.25 interface is a world-wide standard for public packetswitching

networks, and was introduced by the CCITT. The full title of the CCITT

recommendation X.25 is:

Interface between dataterminal equipment (DTE) and data circuit-terminating

equipment (DCE) for terminals operating in the packet mode and connected to

public data networks by dedicated circuit.

The terminals mentioned in the title are not only computer terminals but also

(and especially) computer systems. Since the X.25 recommendation dates from

before the OSI model, it is not a derivate of the 051 model. However, efforts

are being made to fit X.25 into the lower 3 layers of the OSI model. (E. g.

the ISO document 8878: Use of X.25 to provide the 051 connection-mode network

service.) Note that X.25 defines only the three levels at the user end, not

the relay systems in the communication network!

X.25 is divided into 3 levels:

3 - Packet Level: Packet Level DTE/DCE interface.

2 - Link Level: Link Access Procedures.

1 - Physical Level: DTE/DCE interface characteristics.

Note that the CCITT speaks of levels whereas the 051 model is divided into

layers.

Level 3: The Packet Level Interface.

The packet level of X.25 gives the possibility to use several independent

virtual circuits on one logical circuit (offered by level 2). To provide this

a so-called packet level protocol is used. As in the datalink level several

options can be chosen. First there is the sequence numbering of the packets:

this can be chosen as modulo 8 or modulo 128, each resulting in a different

packet format. Next there are several options and facilities (more than 50),

all leading to a different packet format or protocol behaviour. In fact all

these options lead to a large number of "protocols" all offering different

features and functions.
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Level 2: Link Level.

In X.25 the function of level 2 is to provide a single logical link for

transfer of level 3 packets. All packets must be delivered in sequence. To

provide the logical link there are several options. The simplest way is to

use a single physical link. The error correction and sequencing is obtained

by using derivates of the High-level Data Unk Control (HDLC) procedure

specified by the ISO. Two single link procedures exist to implement the

functions:

- LAP Link Access Procedure.

- LAPB Link Access Procedure Balanced Mode.

The LAP single link procedure can only be used in basic (modulo 8) operation.

The LAPB single link procedure can be used in basic operation (sequence

numbering modulo 8) or extended (modulo 128). X.25 defines that LAPB basic

(modulo 8) operation must be available on all networks. Another option to

provide a single logical link is by using multiple physical links. Reasons to

use mUltiple physical links are e. g. higher throughput. higher reliability

etc. For this option a Multilink procedure (HLP) is defined. This multi link

procedure uses frames that are transmitted within frames of the single link

procedure. These single link procedures (SLP) must be LAPB. but more than one

link will be in use. Besides the transmitter window which is also used with

SLP. the HLP provides a receiver window to accommodate different delays in

the various links.

Level 1: Physical Level.

This level defines the electrical and mechanical connection between DTE (the

terminal) and DCE (the network). The X.25 recommendation recommends X.21 as

the final standard (an interim standard X.21 bis is also defined).

Resuming: In X.25. layer 3 prOVides several virtual connections and

mul tiplexes them onto one logical link. Layer 2 provides a single logical

link using one or more physical links
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3.3 Interaction between layers

Each of the seven layers provides services to the layer above, except for the

highest layer, which provides them to the user.

The services of each layer are provided by using those of the layer below,

except for the lowest layer, which uses the transmission medium.

Within the layers of 051 are independent processes called entities. It is

these entities which request services from lower layers and provide services

to higher layers.

For peer-entity communication (communication between two entities belonging

to the same layer), protocols are defined. These protocols are called

(N)-protocols or peer-to-peer protocols.

A standard for a layer may thus be given in two parts: A definition of the

service offered by the layer, and a definition of the protocol used by the

layer to provide the service.

(N+l)-Layer

(N)-service

T

(N)-service

T

(N)-Layer (N)-enti ty (
(N)-protocol

) (N)-enti ty

1 Communication I(N-l)-Layer through (N-l)-layer

3.4 Service Primitives

Requests for services, and responses to requests, are made by using

Service-Primitives. A service primitive can be considered as an elementary

interaction between a service user and the service provider during which

certain values for the various parameters of the primitive are established to

which both user and prOVider can refer. The interactions are executed at the

common boundary of a service user and the service provider, called a Service

Access Point (SAP). Service primitives are defined and expressed at a high

level of abstraction in order not to constrain valid implementations.
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Service primitives have a generic name, which indicates the kind of service,

and a specIfic name, which indicates which part of the service it is. We will

use the following notation for service primitives:

[<layer>-] <GENERIC NAME> <specific name> [<parameters>]

The layer name is omitted when it is clear. The generic name is specified in

uppercase and the specific name in lowercase letters. In this report we will

not be concerned about the parameters.

Example:

For connection (generic name Is CONNECT) there are four service primitives,

with the specific names request, indication, response and confirm.

A notat ion for the CONNECT-request service primitive of the network layer

could be: N-CONreq.

If a service primitive does not involve negotiation, we can describe it in

CC5 as an action.

Example:

50 = a!DATreq 51

In the above example, the service primitive is executed successfully. If

negotiation is involved however, it may occur that the two parties cannot

agree on the parameters and that hence the execution of the service primitive

is not successful. In CC5 we will model this as three actions:

suffix 1 - The initiation of the service primitive

suffix p - A positive response (negotiation successful)

suffix n - A negative response (negotiation not successful)

Example:

SO = CONreql 51

51 = CONreqp 52

+ CONreqn 53
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3.5 Layer 3 Service Primitives

The five generic names of the network service primitives are:

CONNECT

DISCONNECT

DATA

DATA ACKNOWLEDGE

EXPEDITED DATA

RESET

(CON)

(DIS)

(DAT)

(DAK)

(EXD)

(RES)

The four specific names are:

Request (req)

Indication (ind)

Response (res)

Confirm (con)

The layer 3 primitives are organized below by their generic names. A l'

indicates that the service primitive is sent from a lower layer to a higher

layer, and a + indicates the opposite direction.

CONNECT

These are primitives concerned with the establishment of a connection.

CONreq + Request for a connection, issued by a user.

CONind l' Received by the called party to indicate that a call to it is

being requested.

CONres + Issued by the called party to indicate willingness to accept a

call.

CONcon l' Received by the call ing party confirming acceptance of the

requested call.

DISCONNECT

These primitives are concerned with releasing a connection and refusing an

incoming connection.

DISreq + Issued by a user in response to a CONind to reject an incoming

call or issued by either user to end the connection.

DISind l' Received by a user to indicate that the other user has

requested a disconnection or that the service provider has

initiated a disconnection.

DATA
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Issued by a user to confirm receipt of data.

Received by a user. This is an indication that the data was

received by the other user.

These primitives are concerned with data transmission.

DATreq + Issued by a user to send data. The data is included as a

parameter.

DATind ~ Received by a user. Data is included as a parameter.

DATA ACKNOWLEDGE

These primi ti ves are concerned with the acknowledgement of DATA primit i ves

with a confirmation request (confirmation request is one of the DATA

parameters) .

DAKreq +

DAKind ~

EXPEDITED DATA

These primitives are concerned with data transmission with a higher priority

than normal data. The Expedited Data service is an opt ion. It may not be

prOVided in every Network Service.

EXDreq + Issued by a user to send expedited data. The data is included

as a parameter.

EXDind ~ Received by a user. The expedited data is included as a

parameter.

RESET

These primitives are concerned with the resynchronization of data streams:

RESreq +, RESind~, RESres +, REScon~. RESETs are used to interrupt data

transmission, (e. g. in case of errors detected by either party or by the

service prOVider,) and then resume from some well-defined point. Queues are

cleared by a RESET.

3.6 Service Access Points

Entities are connected to Service Access Points (SAPs) which form the

interface between layers. Primitives are passed into and out of the SAP. The

SAP Is concerned with routing messages from (service) users through

connection endpoints, allocating endpoints for incoming and outgoing calls,

and handling the local address map which identifies connection endpoints to

the user.

An (N)-service-access-point-address, or (N)-address for short, identifies a
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particular (N)-SAP to which an (N+l)-entity is attached.

(N+1J-entity (N)-SAP
(N)-co

I I
endpoi
identi

I oJ11 0 0 0 -I 0 0 01--1 0 0

I
I

(N)-enti ty (N)-address (N)-entity

Service access points also have the following properties:

- An (N+1J-entity may simultaneously be attached to one or more (N)-SAPs,

which are attached to the same or different (N)-entities.

- An (N)-entity may simultaneously be attached to one or more (N+l)-entities

through N-SAP's.

- An N-SAP is attached to only one (N+l)-entity at a time.

- An N-SAP may be detached from an (N+l)-entity and reattached to the same or

another (N+l)-entity.
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CHAPTER 4: CCS MODELS

4.1 Model of the Network Service

The Network Service (NS) is defined in [X.213J. It provides for the

transparent transfer of data between NS users. The NS provides for the

following:

a. Independence of underlying transmission media

b. End-to-end transfer

c. Transparency of transferred information

d. Quality of service selection

e. NS user addressing which allows NS users to refer unambiguously to one

another

We will use the abstract model for a layer service defined in paragraph 4 of

the OSI Layer Service Conventions Recommendation [X.2l0J. The model defines

the interactions between NS users and the NS provider which take place at the

two N-SAPs.

Between the two endpoints of an NC (Network Connection), there exists a flow

control function which relates the behaviour of the user at one end,

receiving the data, to the ability to send data of the user at the other end.

The queue model of an NC is used as a means of specifying this flow control

feature and its relationship with other capabilities provided by the NS.

The queue model represents the operation of an NC in an abstract way by a

pair of queues linking the two N-SAPs. Each queue represents a flow control

£unction in one direction of transfer. There is a pair of queues for each NC.
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NS NS
User A User B

I I
NSAP NSAP

I Queue from A to B I
Queue from B to A

NS Provider

The ability of a user to add objects to a queue will be determined by the

behaviour of the user removing objects from that queue and the state of the

queue. Objects are entered or removed from the queue either as the result of

interactions at the two N-SAPs or as the result of NS provider initiatives.

I.e. objects may be entered or removed from the queue by the NS users (this

will normally be the case) or by the NS provider (e.g. disconnect or reset

objects may be entered in the queue by the provider).
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The objects which may be placed in a queue as a result of interactions at an

N-SAP and the related N-primitives are:

a. Connect objects N-CONNECT

b. Octets of normal data N-DATA

c. Indications of end-of-NSDU N-DATA

d. Expedited NSDUs N-EXPEDITED-DATA

e. Data acknowledge objects N-DATA-ACKNOWLEDGE

f. Reset objects N-RESET

g. Disconnect objects N-DI SCONNECT

Note that although N-DATA primitives can be considered as indivisible, they

are subdivided here into a sequence of data octets followed by an end-of-NSDU

indication. This subdivision is conceptual and does not imply any particular

subdivision in any real interface.

The objects which may be placed in a queue as a result of NS provider

initiatives and the related N-primitives are:

a. Reset objects

b. Synchronization mark objects

c. Disconnect objects

N-RESET

N-DISCONNECT

The queues are defined to have the following properties:

1. A queue is empty unti 1 a connect object has been entered and can be

returned to this state, with loss of its contents, by the NS provider.

2. Objects may be entered into a queue as a result of the actions of the

source NS user, subject to control by the NS provider; objects may also be

entered into a queue by the NS provider.

3. Objects are removed from the queue under the control of the receiving NS

user.

4. Objects are normally removed under the control of the NS user in the same

order that they were entered.

5. A queue has a limited capacity, but this capacity is not necessarily

either fixed or determinable.

NC Establishment.

A pair of queues is associated with an NC between two N-SAPS when the NS

provider receives a CONreq at one of the N-SAPs and a connect object is
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entered into one of the queues. An NS user, after entering a CONreq into the

queue, must either wait for a CONcon or enter a DISreq into the queue.

An NS user, after receiving a CONind, ·must either enter a CONres into the

queue before sending any other objects or enter a DISreq (which terminates

the NC).

During the NC establishment procedure, the NS users and the NS provider make

agreements concerning qual i ty of service (Q. O. S.) and the use of Receipt

Confirmation and Expedited Data Services.
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4.2 Description of the Network Service at an Ne Endpoint

The sequence of Service Primitives at an NC endpoint is given in rX.213J in

the form of a state transition diagram. It is fairly straightforward to

translate this diagram into CCS descriptions for an NS user and an NS

provider.

NS
User

a 11 b

NSAP

NS provider

To simpl ify the descript ion, we will leave out the Expedi ted Data service

primitives (EXDreq and EXDind) and the Data Acknowledge service primitives

(DAKreq and DAKind). The i-, p- and n-suf'fixes, introduced previously to

model negotiation, are also used in the descriptions on the following pages.

The names of the service primit i ves are prefixed with the letter n for two

reasons:

a. To indicate that these are Network-layer primitives.

b. CCS_TOOL requires the names to start with a small letter.
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NS user.

U1: :

/- idle -/

U1 = a!nCONreqi US

+ b?nCONind U3

/- Outgoing connection pending -/

U2 = b?nCONcon U4

+ b?nDISind U1

+ a!nDISreq U1

/- Incoming connection pending -/

\JJ = a!nCONres U4

+ b?nDISind U1

+ a!nDISreq U1

/- Data transfer ready -/

U4 = a!nDATreq U4

+ a!nRESreq US

+ a!nDISreq U1

+ b?nDATind U4

+ b?nRESind U6

+ b?nDISind U1

/- without confirmation request -/

/- without confirmation request -/

/- User requested reset pending -/

US = b?nREScon U4

+ a!nDISreq U1

+ b?nDISind U1

/- Provider initiated reset pending -/

U6 = a!nRESres U4

+ a!nDISreq U1

+ b?nDISind U1

/- CONreq initiated -/

U8 = b?nCONreqp U2

+ b?nCONreqn U1
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The provider behaviour is the mirror image of the user behaviour:

PI: :

/- idle -/

PI = a?nCONreqi P8

+ b!nCONind P3

/- Outgoing connection pending -/

P2 = b!nCONcon P4

+ b!nDISind PI

+ a?nDISreq PI

/- Incoming connection pending -/

P3 = a?nCONres P4

+ b!nDISind PI

+ a?nDISreq PI

/- Data transfer ready -/

P4 = a?nDATreq P4

+ a?nRESreq P5

+ a?nDISreq PI

+ b!nDATind P4

+ b!nEXDind P4

+ b!nRESind P6

+ b!nDISind PI

/- without confirmation request -/

/- without confirmation request -/

/- User requested reset pending -/

P5 = b!nREScon P4

+ a?nDISreq PI

+ b!nDISind PI

/- Provider initiated reset pending -/

P6 = a?nRESres P4

+ a?nDISreq PI

+ b!nDISind PI

/- CONreq initiated -/

P8 = b!nCONreqp P2

+ b!nCONreqn PI
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4.3 Decomposition Step 1: Network Service Access Point

We will decompose the model of the NS-provider by identifying separate

functional (sub-)layers and peeling them off, starting at the top and working

downwards.

The first functional block we can distinguish is the N-SAP. The task of a SAP

is described above.

The meaning and sequence of network service primi t i ves can be found in

Recommendation X.213: Network Service Definition for 051. The service

primitives used explicitly here are:

Service Primitive Parameters

CONreq -I- DA, SA, Par

CONind l' DA, SA, Par

CONcon l' RA, Par

CONres -I- RA, Par

DISreq -I- RA

DISind l' RA, Or

The NSAP is transparent for the service primitives not mentioned above.

Abbreviat ions:

SP = Service Primitive

NC = Network Connection, this is the layer 3 ident if1cat ion of a

connection.

DA = Destination Address

SA = Source Address

RA = Responding Address

Or = Originator

Par = Miscellaneous Parameters

The above addresses (SA, DA and RA) are N-SAP addresses. The N-SAP

assigns connection-endpoint-identifiers to NC's.

Connect ion:

If the SAP receives a CONreq from layer 4, a CEPI is negotiated and an NC

(two queues) is established between two N-SAPs and a connect object (CONreq)

is entered into the queue. The negotiation for a CEP is part of the CONreq

service primitive and if it it not successful (e.g. because there are no free
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CEPs) the primitive is considered not to have taken place.

On receiving a CONind from a queue (the DA parameter is the address of this

N-SAP) , a CEP is negotiated and the service primitive is sent to layer 4.

Disconnection:

If the SAP receives a DISreq from layer 4, it places it in the queue and

updates the CEPI allocation table. If it receives a DISind from the queue, it

will send it to layer 4 and update the table accordingly. In both cases the

queue is disassociated with the CEP. On initiating a DISreq, layer 4 will not

wait for a response nor will it acknowledge the receipt of a DISind.

If the SAP receives a service primitive from layer 4 (other than CONreq,

DISreq or DISind) it is placed in the queue.

A message received from the queue is sent to layer 4. So the SAP is

transparent when it does not concern primitives for connection or

disconnection.

NS
User

SPin SPout

Access

NS-Provider

The N-SAP communicates with layer 4 (the NS-user) through the ports SPin and

SPout. It communicates with n queues through the ports Nout[l] to Nout[N) and

Nin[t] to Nin[ N].

To the N-SAP, the queues appear as processes whi ch are al ways present.

Internally however, they may not be active and not represent a queue at all.

To activate the queue processes, the N-SAP sends the CONreq signal. In the

CCS description below, the CONreq signal is sent directly to the queue. In a

real implementation it might be sent to a layer-manager that creates a queue

process and then places the CONreq in the queue.
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4.3.1 The CEF Manager

Essential to the operation of the SAP is the CEP Manager, a process which

allocates connection endpoints. It can be accessed by both the SAP and the NS

Provider to request a connection endpoint (through ports s_REQ and n_REQ).

The CEP Manager will respond by sending back a connection-endpoint-identifier

(ports s_CEP and n_CEP), or will indicate that there isn't a CEP available

(ports s_NA and n_NA). The SAP signals the release of a CEP to the CEP

Manager through port s_REL.

NS
User

SPin SPout

CEP
Manager

NS-Provider

Network Service Access Point

Before describing the CEP Manager in CCS, we will introduce a function:

CEPREQ( )

This function is a request for a CEP. If there is a CEP available, it

returns the CEPI and changes the status of this CEP from "available" to

"in use". Otherwise it returns NA (Not Available).

The behaviour of the CEP Manager starts in CHO. It is assumed that after

recei ving s_REL, the connection endpoint is released and its status is

changed from "in use" to "available".

CMO = s_REQ?

+ n_REQ?

+ s_REL?

CMl (cepreq ( ) )

CM2 (cepreq ( ) )

CHO /- the status of the CEP is updated -/
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CM1(cepi) = IF cepi = NA THEN

s_NA! : CMO

ELSE

s_CEP! cepi CMO

FI

CM2(cepi) = IF cepi = NA THEN

n_NA! : CMO

ELSE

n_CEP! cepi CMO

FI

4.3.2 A CCS Description of the N-SAP

For the CCS description of the N-SAP we need the following function:

CEP(serv. prim. )

A service primitive (with its parameters, containing the CEPI) is passed

as a parameter to this function. The function returns the CEPI.

The behaviour of the N-SAP starts in state NSAPO. If a CONreq? is received

from the NS user, a CEP is requested from the Manager. When a CONind? is

received, the CEP has already been assigned to this queue.
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CCS description of the N-SAP.

NSAPO =
SPin?servprim /- receive service primitive -/

IF servprim=CONreqi THEN

s_REQ! : NSAPl /- request CEP -/

ELSE

IF servprim=DISreq THEN

Nout£CEP(servprim)]!servprim

s_REL! : NSAPO

ELSE

/- N-SAP is transparent for this SP -/

Nout£CEP(servprim)]!servprim : NSAPO

FI

FI

+ Nin[n]?servprim

IF servprim=DISind THEN

SPout !servprim

s_REL! : NSAPO

ELSE

/- N-SAP is transparent for this SP -/

SPout!servprim : NSAPO

FI

+

NSAPl =

s_CEP?cepi

Nout[cepi]!CONreq

SPout!CONreqp : NSAPO

s_NA? : SPout!CONreqn : NSAPO

/- complete SP positively -/

/- complete SP negatively -/
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4.3.3 Simplification of the models

Having given the CCS description for the general case, we will narrow our

scope to a SAP with only one connection endpoint. This means that we no

longer need the functions and indexed portnames. We wi 11 also convert the

description to normal form.

,-

!
i

NS
User

SPin 1 I SPout
s NA

CEP CEP
)

Network Service Access Points
Manager REQ

)
s

(
RELs

(

n_NA n_REQ Nout Nin
n CEP
-1

I Queue I
NS-Provider

The CEP Manager for one CEP:

CMO = s_REQ? CM1

+ n_REQ? CM2

CM1 = s_CEP! CM3

CM2 = n_CEP! CM3

CM3 = s_REQ? CM4

+ n_REQ? CMS

+ s_REL? CMO

CM4 = s_NA! CM3

CMS = n_NA! CM3

/- one CEP available -/

/- no CEPs available -/
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CCS description of the N-SAP with only one CEP.

NSAPO =

SPin?servprim /- receive service primitive -/

IF servprim=CONreqi THEN

s_REQ! : NSAPl /- request CEP -/

ELSE

IF servprim=DISreq THEN

Nout!servprim

s_REL! : NSAPO

ELSE

/- N-SAP is transparent for this SP -/

Nout!servprim : NSAPO

FI

FI

+ Nin?servprim

IF servprim=DISind THEN

SPout !servprim

s_REL! : NSAPO

ELSE

/- N-SAP is transparent for this SP -/

SPout!servprim : NSAPO

FI

NSAPl =

s_CEP?

Nout!CONreq

SPout!CONreqp : NSAPO

+ s_NA?: SPout!CONreqn : NSAPO

/- complete SP positively -/

/- complete SP negatively -/
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we would like to perform expansion on the

CEP Manager and the SAP. To be able to do this

(CCS_TOOL version 1.1 under MS-DOS) , we must

structures and the variables from the SAP

4.3.4 Removal of variables and conditional statements

For verification purposes,

behaviour of the NS user, the

wi th the available software

remove the IF-THEN-ELSE-FI

description.

In [Koo SS] conditional statements are replaced by a T:

SO = IF <condition> THEN

<behav. exp.1>

ELSE

<behav. exp.2>

FI

becomes

SO = T <behav.exp.1>

+ T <behav.exp.2>

However, the above method introduces non-determinism, this we would like to

avoid.

The nature of the conditional statements in our description allows us to

remove them without introducing non-determinism.

We will illustrate the method with a small example first, before applying it

to the N-SAP description. The method takes two steps:

1. Replace each action which accepts a value and assigns it to a variable by

a separate action followed by a separate state for every possible value.

In the behaviour tree following these states, replace the original

variable by the value accepted.

If port in can accept the values 0 and 1 then

so = In?a : sl(a)

sl(x) = out!x : sO

becomes

so = In?O s1(O)

+ in?l sl(1)

s1(O) = out!O sO

sl(1) = out!l sO
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IF 1=1 THEN

out!O : sO

ELSE

out!l sO

FI

becomes

T out!O sOsO = in?l

2. Examine the conditions of the IF statements; if the condition is true (or

false) then we must remove the actions belonging to the else part (resp.

then part) of the IF-THEN-ELSE statement. The IF statement is replaced by

T.

sO = in?l

To illustrate the conversion steps, an example follows in which we consider

the behaviour of an inverter. An inverter can accept the values 0 and 1 and

then produces the complement of this value at the output.
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Example: Inverter.

sO = in?a : sl(a)

sl(a) = IF a=O THEN

out! 1 : sO

ELSE

out!O sO

FI

Replacement step 1: replace variable a

sO = in?O sl(O)

+ in?l sl(1)

sl(O) = IF 0=0 THEN

out!l : sO

ELSE

out!O sO

FI

s1(1) = IF 1=0 THEN

out!l : sO

ELSE

out!O sO

FI

Replacement step 2: examine the IF conditions

sO = in?O s1(O)

+ in?l s1(1)

s1(O) = T out!l sO

s1(1) = T out!O sO

[End of example inverter]

On the next page, we have applied the above method to our description of the

N-SAP
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CCS description of the N-SAP with only one CEP (normal form).

NSAPO =
SPin?nCONreqi NSAP2

+ SPin?nDISreq NSAP3

+ SPin?nCONres NSAP4

+ SPin?nDATreq NSAP5

+ SPin?nRESreq NSAP7

+ SPin?nDAKreq NSAP8

+ SPin?nRESres NSAP9

+ Nin?nCONind NSAPIO

+ Nin?nCONcon NSAPll

+ Nin?nDISind NSAP12

+ Nin?nDATind NSAP13

+ Nin?nRESind NSAP16

+ Nin?nREScon NSAP17

NSAP2 = s_req! NSAPl

NSAP3 = Nout!nDISreq NSAP24

NSAP4 = Nout!nCONres NSAPO

NSAP5 = Nout!nDATreq NSAPO

NSAP7 = Nout!nRESreq NSAPO

NSAP8 = Nout!nDAKreq NSAPO

NSAP9 = Nout!nRESres NSAPO

NSAPIO = SPout!nCONind NSAPO

NSAPll = SPout!nCONcon NSAPO

NSAP12 = SPout !nDISind NSAP25

NSAP13 = SPout! nDATind NSAPO

NSAP16 = SPout!nRESind NSAPO

NSAP17 = SPout!nREScon NSAPO

NSAPl = s_cep? NSAP21

+ s_na? NSAP22

NSAP21 = Nout!nCONreq NSAP23

NSAP22 = SPout!nCONreqn NSAPO

NSAP23 = SPout!nCONreqp NSAPO

NSAP24 = s_rel! NSAPO

NSAP25 = s_rel! NSAPO
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4.3.5 CCS description of the queue behaviour

We can almost copy this behaviour description from the description of the NS

provider given earlier. The difference is that the CONreq primitive here,

does not negotiate a value (in the NS provider description it negotiated a

CEPI) and that a connection endpoint must be acquired before sending a

CONind. To simplify the description, we have left out the Expedited Data

service primitives. Furthermore, the state names have been changed from Pn to

Nn.

/- idle -/

Nt = nCONreq? N2

+ n_req! N8 /- request for CEP -/

/- Outgoing connection pending -/

N2 = nCONcon! N4

+ nDISind! Nt

+ nDISreq? Nt

/- Incoming connection pending -/

N3 = nCONres? N4

+ nDISind! Nt

+ nDISreq? Nt

/- Data transfer ready -/

N4 = nDATreq? N4

+ nRESreq? N5

+ nDISreq? Nt

+ nDATind! N4

+ nRESind! N6

+ nDISind! Nt

/- User requested reset pending -/

N5 = nREScon! N4

+ nDISreq? Nt

+ nDISind! Nt

/- Provider initiated reset pending -/

N6

N8

N9

= nRESres? N4

+ nDISreq? Nt

+ nDISind! Nt

= n_cep? N9

+ n_na? Nt

= nCONind! N3
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4.4 Verification

The behaviours we have now described are:

U. NS-user (Ul US)

P. NS-provider (Pl P8)

C. CEP Manager (CHO ., CMS)

N. N-SAP (NSAPO .. NSAP25)

Q. Queue (Nl . . NS)

After having described these behaviours, we expanded U,C,N and P. Initially

this resulted in a behaviour description which contained an unwanted action

(all actions should have been internal) and a deadlock. These errors were

caused by the misspelling of an action, and an error in the specification of

the CEP-Manager. After the correction of these errors, the expansion resulted

in the behaviour X = T : X. This is the result we desired, however it is not

very useful for verification (although it does show that the system is

deadlock-free) .

The behaviour of the NSAP cannot be verified by proving that

(CIN!Q)' ~ ur i /-]

as the behaviour of the NSAP is constrained by its context (see the example

in chapter 2.6).

We could not use the verification method proposed in chapter 2.6 due to the

fact that suitable software was not available.
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4.5 Decomposition Step 2: Packet Assembler / Disassembler

The next sub-layer we can identify, translates the service primitives into

elements of the peer-to-peer protocol. In this case, the layer 3 peer-to-peer

protocol is the X.25 packet protocol. We wi 11 call this sub-layer the PAD

(Packet Assembler / Disassembler).

Previously defined
queue

In the above figure, we have divided the previously defined queue of service

primitive objects into a PAD and a queue of packets. For simplification we

have abstracted from the CEP-manager, and connected the PAD directly to the

NSAP.

The PAD is an interface between service primitives and packets. We will

design this interface with our Interface Design Method.

In the CCS descriptions below, we will use an abbreviated notation for

actions. Instead of

<portname>!<parameter>

<parameter> !

or

or

<portname>?<parameter> we will write

<parameter>?

To distinguish service primitives from packets, we will prefix the service

primitive names with the letter "n" (which stands for Network service

primitive). The packet names will be prefixed with the letter "p".
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4.5.1 The PAD as observed at the service primitive ports

This behaviour was described earlier as the behaviour of the queue (Nl .,

N8).

4.5.2 The PAD as observed at the packet ports

At the packet ports of the PAD we can observe the X.25 packet level protocol.

Below, the protocol is described in CCS, making use of the compound state

notation. It is derived mainly from the X.25 state diagrams (figure b of

[X.25]). As these state diagrams describe the combined DTE-DCE behaviour, the

transitions cannot be simply copied into our description.

Example: After receiving a Clear Indication from the DeE, the PAD will be in

state P7. The diagram allows several transitions from state P7, but

the only correct action for the PAD to take is to send a Clear

Confirm packet.

We will also ignore transitions caused by time-out conditions.

It is of importance to note that Restart Request has no relationship to the

provision of the OSI Network service. However, it must be accounted for that

a Restart Indication may be received from the DeE.

Use of interrupt packets (=expedi ted data) has not been included in this

description.

The system starts in state Pl.

/- Packet level ready state -/

STATE Rl = pRestInd? : R3

STATE Q = pClrReq! P6

+ pClrInd? P7

Pl = pCallReq!

+ pIncCall?

P2 = pIncCall?

+ pCallCon?

P3 = pCallAcc!

P2

P3

P5

01

01

/- Ready -/

/- DTE waiting -/

STATE P4 /- Data Transfer state -/
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Dl = pResReq! D2 /. Flow control ready ./

+ pReslnd? D3

+ pDteDat! D1 /. not indicated in fig. ./

+ pDceDat? Dl /. not indicated in fig. ./

D2 = pResReq! D2 /. DTE reset request ./

+ pReslnd? Dl

+ pRescon? Dl

D3 = pReslnd? D3 /. OCE reset indication ./

+ pResReq! Dl

+ pRescon! D1

ENDSTATE

P5 = pCallCon? Dl /. Call collision ./

ENDSTATE

P6 = pCallCon? P6

+ plncCall? P6

+ pClrCon? PI

+ pClrlnd? PI

P7 = pClrCon! PI

ENDSTATE

R3 = pRestCon! PI /. DCE restart indication ./
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The next step we will take is to remove the compound state notation. This

gives our final description of the PAD at the packet ports:

This system starts in Pl.

/- Packet level ready state -/

P1 = pCallReq! P2 /- ready -/

+ pIncCall? P3

+ pClrReq! P6

+ pClrInd? P7

+ pRestlnd? : R3

P2 = pIncCall? P5 /- DTE waiting -/

+ pCallCon? D1

+ pClrReq! P6

+ pClrInd? P7

+ pRestInd? : R3

P3 = pCallAcc! : D1 /- DCE waiting -/

+ pClrReq! P6

+ pClrInd? P7

+ pRestlnd? : R3

D1 = pResReq! D2 /- Flow control ready -/

+ pResInd? D3

+ pDteDat! Dl /- not indicated in fig. -/

+ pDceDat? D1 /- not indicated in fig. -/

+ pClrReq! P6

+ pClrInd? P7

+ pRestlnd? : R3

D2 = pResReq! D2 /- DTE reset request -/

+ pResInd? D1

+ pResCon? D1

+ pClrReq! P6

+ pClrInd? P7

+ pRestlnd? : R3

D3 = pResInd? D3 /- DCE reset indication -/

+ pResReq! D1
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+ pResCon! D1

+ pClrReq! P6

+ pClrlnd? P7

+ pRestlnd? : R3

P5 = pCaIICon?: D1

+ pClrReq! P6

+ pClrlnd? P7

+ pRestlnd? : R3

/- Call collision -/

P6 = pCallCon? P6

+ plncCall? P6

+ pClrCon? P1

+ pClrlnd? P1

+ pRestInd? : R3

P7 = pClrCon! : P1

+ pRestInd? : R3

R3 = pRestCon! P1 /- DCE restart indication - /
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4.5.3 Causal Relations

The PAD must provide a translation between:

- the primitives and parameters of the OSI Connection-mode Network Service;

and

- the packets and associated fields of the X.25 packet-level protocol.

Request and response primitives are translated into packets to be put in the

queue, received packets are translated into indication and confirm

primitives. In this thesis we will not be concerned about the parameters and

fields (which includes addressing and address decoding), we will concentrate

on the primitives and packets.

Below, the relations as stated in [OSI 1J are in normal type. Our

interpretation, and the causal relations as defined in our method for the

design of interfaces, are indented and in italics.

NETWORK CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT PHASE.

The table below shows the relationships between the primitives used during

the Network Connection Establ ishment Phase and the packets associated with

the Call Setup Procedures.

PRIMITIVES PACKETS

a. CONNECT request ~ CALL REQUEST

b. CONNECT indication t-- INCOMING CALL

c. CONNECT response ~ CALL ACCEPTED

d. CONNECT confirm t-- CALL CONNECTED

a. If a PAD receives a CONNECT request and it cannot support the minimum

throughput requested, it rejects the request by signaling a DISCONNECT

indication primitive. It does not place a packet in the queue.

I:f it can support the minimum throughput requested, it places a CALL

REQUEST packet in the queue.

mole(l.H)=nCONreq? ~ E(nDISindJ) exor E(pCallReq!)

b. If a PAD receives an INCOMING CALL packet, and it cannot support the

minimum throughput requested, it clears the call by placing a CLEAR

REQUEST packet in the queue.

Otherwise it signals a CONNECT indication primitive to the SAP.

This is only the case in state Pl (otherwise we have a call
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collision.

mole(l,H)=pIncCall? and state(P,Pl) ~

E(pClrReql) exor E(nCONindl)

c. When a PAD receives a CONNECT response primitive. it places a CALL

ACCEPTED packet in the queue.

mole(l,H)=nCONres? ~ E(pCallAccl)

d. When a .PAD receives a CALL CONNECTED packet. it signals a CONNECT confirm

primitive to the SAP.

This is not the case in state P6, i.e. when the interface has just

sent a pClrReql

mole(l,H)=pCallCon? and not state(P,P6) ~ E(nCONconl)

NETWORK CONNECTION RELEASE PHASE.

The table below shows the relationships between the primitives used during

the Network Connection Release Phase and the packets associated with the Call

Clearing Procedures.

a.

b.

PRIMITIVES

DISCONNECT request

DISCONNECT indication

DISCONNECT indication

PACKETS

CLEAR REQUEST

CLEAR INDICATION

RESTART INDICATION

a. When a PAD receives a DISCONNECT request primitive, it places a CLEAR

REQUEST packet in the queue. If. however, it had previously transmitted a

CLEAR REQUEST packet and signaled a DISCONNECT indication (because of a

protocol error; see below), then it does not transmit another CLEAR

REQUEST packet.

After transmission of a CLEAR REQUEST, the state is P6. Hence:

mole(l,H)=nDISreq? and not state(P,P6) ~ E(pClrReql)

If a PAD detects an error in the operat ion of the X.25 packet level

protocol for which its action is to clear the Virtual Call (e.g., a format

error in an INCOMING CALL packet or a timeout condition), then it places a

CLEAR REQUEST in the queue. If the virtual circuit is associated with an

NC, then it also signals a DISCONNECT indication primitive to the SAP.

In state P3 (after receipt of Incoming Call, DeE waiting), the

virtual circuit is not yet associated with an NC.

mole(l,H)=pClrReql and not state(P,P3) ~ E(nDISindl)

b. When a PAD receives a CLEAR INDICATION packet (or a RESTART INDICATION

packet), it signals a DISCONNECT indication primitive to the SAP. It also
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places a CLEAR CONFIRMATION packet (or a RESTART CONFIRMATION packet) in

the queue.

If, however, the PAD had previously transmitted a CLEAR REQUEST packet for

the NC (1. e. a clear colI ision), then it does not signal a DISCONNECT

indication primi ti ve to the SAP nor does it place a CLEAR CONFIRMATION

packet in the queue.

In case of a clear collision, the packet-state is P6.

mole(l,H)=pClrInd? and not state(P6,P) ~ E(nDISindl)

mole(l,H)=pRestInd? ~ E(nDISindJ)

Transmission of the CLEAR CONFIRl1ATION or RESTAKI CONFIRl1ATION

packets is already specified in the description of the packet port

behaviour.

DATA TRANSFER PHASE.

The table below shows the relationships between the primitives used for the

Data Transfer Service and the packets associated with the Data Transfer

Procedures.

a.

b.

PRIMITIVES

DATA request

DATA indication

PACKETS

DATA

DATA

a. When a PAD receives a DATA request primitive, it places a sequence of one

or more DATA packets, known as M-bi t sequence (MBS), in the queue. The

number of DATA packets needed in an MES depends on the amount of NS-user

data and on the maximum packet size permitted.

For simplification, we will assume that an HBS contains one Data

packet.

mole(l,H)=nDATreq? ~ E(pDataJ)

b. When an NL entity receives an MES, it signals a DATA indication primitive

to the SAP.

mole(l,H)=pData? ~ E(nDATindl)

DATA TRANSFER PHASE - RECEIPT CONFIRMATION SERVICE

There is no distinct packet associated with the DATA ACKNOWLEDGE request and

the DATA ACKNOWLEDGE indication primitives. The peR) field of DATA, RECEIVE

READY, RECEIVE NOT READY and REJECT packets is used to support the Receipt

Confirmation Service.
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[see also sub a.J

We will abstract from the receipt confirmation service in our

descr iption.

DATA TRANSFER PHASE - RESET SERVICE

The table below shows the relationships between the primitives used for the

Reset Service and the packets associated with the Reset Procedures.

PRIMITIVES PACKETS

a. RESET request ~ RESET REQUEST

b. RESET indication ~ RESET INDICATION, REQUEST

c. RESET response none

d. RESET confirm none

a. When a PAD receives a RESET request primitive, it places a RESET REQUEST

packet in the queue. When the PAD is ready to accept subsequent data,

expedited data, and confirmations of receipt from the NS user, it signals

a RESET confirm primitive to the NS user.

If a PAD detects an error in the operation of the X.25 packet level

protocol for which its action is to reset the virtual circuit, then it

places a RESET REQUEST packet in the queue. When the PAD is ready to

accept subsequent data, expedited data, and confirmations of receipt from

the NS user, it signals a RESET indication primitive to the NS user.

mo1e(1,H)=nRESreq? -? E(pResReql)

After placing a RESET REQUEST packet in the queue due to an error,

the PAD will wait for a RESET CONFIRJ1ATION or a RESET INDICATION.

Hence:

mo1e(1,H)=pResConf? -? E(nRESindl)

mo1e(1,H)=pResInd? -? E(nRESindl)

b. When a PAD receives a RESET INDICATION packet, it signals a RESET

indication primitive to the NS user.

When a RESET response primitive is received from the NS-user, the PAD

shall be willing to accept subsequent data, expedited data, and

confirmations of receipt from the NS user for transmission upon completion

of the X.25 reset procedure.

mo1e(1,H)=pResInd? -? E(nRESindl)

When a RESET response primitive is received from the NS user, the

PAD will be ready after it has sent a RESET CONFIRJ1ATION packet.

mo1e(1,H)=nRESres? -? E(pResConl)
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Resuming, we have the following causal relations:

mole(l,H)=nCONreq? -7 E(nDISindJ) exor E(pCallReqJ)

mole(l,H)=plncCall? and state(P,Pl) -7 E(pClrReqJ) exor E(nCONindJ)

mole(l,H)=nCONres? -7 E(pCallAccl)

mole(l,H)=pCallCon? and not state(P6,P) -7 E(nCONconJ)

mole(l,H)=nDISreq? and not state(P6,P) -7 E(pClrReql)

mole(l,H)=pClrReql and not state(P3;P) -7 E(nDISindl)

mole(l,H)=pClrlnd? and not state(P6,P) -7 E(nDISindJ)

mole(l,H)=pRestlnd? -7 E(nDISindl)

mole(l,H)=nDATreq? -7 E(pDatal)

mole(l,H)=pData? -7 E(nDATindl)

mole(l,H)=nRESreq? -7 E(pResReql)

mole(l,H)=pResConf? -7 E(nRESindl)

mole(l,H)=pReslnd? -7 E(nRESindl)

mole(l,H)=nRESres? -7 E(pResConl)

We must add another set of causal relations, of the form:

mole(l,H)=outJ -7 D(outl)

for each of the 15 output actions of the interface, to disable the output

action after it has taken place.
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4.5.4 Global Condition and Initial State

In the global condition we will specify that at most one output of each side

may be enabled:

len(projs(ENA,P_out» < 2 and len(projs(ENA, N_out» < 2

where P_out denotes the set of output act ions at the packet side of the

interface. and N_out the set of output actions at the service-primitive side

of the interface.

The initial state is:

N1Pl (ENA)()

where ENA is the set of enabled actions. containing all input actions of the

interface. The history list is empty.

As the predicates on the history list in the conditions of the causal

relations. and the in global condition. concern only the last element of the

history list. the strategy for the maintenance of the history list is simple:

We will empty the history list after each transition.

4.5.5 Results of the algorithm

The implementat ion of the algori thm in appendix A was appl ied to this

problem. The software in C-Prolog ran on a SUN 3/110 workstation. but was not

able to complete the algorithm before running out of heap (runtime about 30

minutes). By then it had generated a interface behaviour description of more

than 50 Kb. On the next 2 pages. the first part of this description is given.

As such a large behaviour description cannot be verified by hand. and as

suitable software was not available. we did not consider optimizing the

algorithm to obtain a complete behaviour description.
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NIPI(nCONr!q',nCONr.s?,nDATr.q?,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c,p',n_na',pCallCon',pC1rlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd?)() =
nCONr.q' : N2Pl(nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nDISind' ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c,p?,n_na?,pCallCon',pClrlnd',plncCall',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')()

4 nCONr.q? : N2PI(nCONr.q',nCONr.s?,nDATr.q',nDISr.q',nRESr.q',nPESr.s',n_c,p',n_na',pCal1Con?,pCallR.q~ ,pClrlnd',plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd')()
4 plncCall? : NIP3(nC~~r.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q?,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s',n_c,p',n_na',pCal1Con',pClrlnd',pClrR.q~ ,plncCall',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)()
4 plncCal1' : NIP3(nCONind! ,nCONr.q?,nCONr.s',nDATr.q?,nDISr.q',nRESr.q?,nRESr.s',n_c.p?,n_na?,pCallCon',pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')()
4 pClrlnd? : N1P7(nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nDISind~ ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na?lpCal1Con?,pClrlnd',plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')()
4 pR.stlnd' : NIRJ(nC~4r.q',nCONr.s?,nDATr.q?,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s',n_c.p?,n_na',pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd?)()

N2PI(nC~~r.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q?,nDISind! ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c,p?,n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd?)() =
nDISind! : N1Pl(nCONr.q?,nCONr.s',nDATr.q?,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na',pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)()

4 nDISr.q? I N1PI(nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q?,nDISind! ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c.p?,n_na?,pCal1Con?,pClrlnd?,pClrR.q! ,plncCall',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)()
4 plncCa11? : N2PJ(nCONr.q?,nCONr,s?,nDATr.q?,nDISind ' ,nDISr.q',nRESr.q',nRESr.s',n_c,p?,n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,pClrR.q! ,plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd')()
4 pClrlnd' I N2P7(nCONr.q',nCDNr.s',nDATr.q',nDISind ' ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s',n_c,p',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd',plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')()
4 pR.stlnd' : N2RJ(nCONr.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q?,nDISind! ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na?,pCal1Con?,pClrlnd?,plncCal1?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)()

N2Pl(nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c,p?,n_na',pCal1Con?,pCal1R.q' ,pClrlnd?,plncCall',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')() =
pCal'IR.q! : N2P2(nC~4r.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q',nDISr.q',nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c,p',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCal1',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')()

4 plncCal1? : N2PJ(nCONind ' ,nCONr.q?,nCONr.s',nDATr.q?,nDISr.q',nRESr.q',nRESr.s',n_c.p?,n_na',pCal1Con?,pCallR.q! ,pClrlnd?,plncCal1',pR.slnd',pR.stlnd')()
4 pClrlnd? : N2P7(nCONr.q',nCONr.s?,nDATr.q',nDISind! ,nOISr.q',nRESr.q',nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na?,pCal1Con?,pCallR.q! ,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.~tlnd')()

4 pR.stlnd? : N2R3(nCONr.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q',nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c,p',n_na?,pCal1Con?,pCallR.q' ,pClrlnd',plncCall',pR.slnd',pR.stlnd')()

NIPJ(nCONr.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q?,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c,p?,n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,pClrR.q' ,plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')() =
nCONr.q' : N2PJ(nCONr.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q',nDISind ' ,nDISr.q',nRESr.q?,nRESr.s',n_c.p',n_na?,pCal1Con?,pClrlnd?,pClrR.q~ ,plncCal1?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)()

4 pClrR.q! : t41P6(nCONr.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q',nDISr.q',nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')()
4 pClrlnd? : NIP7(nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nDISind! ,nDISr.q',nRESr.q',nRESr.s',n_c,p',n_na?,pCal1Con?,pClrlnd',pClrR.q~ ,plncCal1',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)()
+ pR.stlnd' : N1RJ(nCDNr~q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q?,nOISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s',n_c,p',n_na?,pCal1Con',pClrlnd?,pClrP.q! ,plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd')()

NIPJ(nCONind~ ,nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q?,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na',pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCal1',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)() =
nC~4r.q? : N2PJ(nCONind~ ,nCONr.q?,nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nOISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na?,pCallCon?,pCal'IR.q! ,pClrlnd',plncCall',pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)()

4 pR.stlnd? : NIRJ(nCONind ' ,nCONr.q?,nCONr.s?,nDATr.q?,nDISr.q',nRESr.q?,nRESr.s',n_c,p',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stInd')()

N1P7(nCONr.q',nC~4r.s',nDATr.q?,nD1Sind~ ,nDISr.q',nRESr.q?,nRESr.s',n_c.p?,n_na',pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd?,pR.stlnd?)() =
nCONr.q' : N2P7(nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nDISind ' ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q?,nRESr.s',n_c,p',n_na',pCallCon',pClrlnd?,plncCal1?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd?)()

4 nCONr.q? : N2P7(nCONr~q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q?,nDISind' ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s?,n_c.p?,n_na',pCal1Con?,pCa11R.q~ ,pClrlnd?,plncCall',pR.slnd',pR.stlnd?)()
+ pR.~tlnd? I NIRJ(nC~~r.q?,nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nDISind' ,nDISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s',n_c.p',n_na',pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd?)()

N1R3(nCONr.q',nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nOISr.q?,nRESr.q',nRESr.s?,n_c.p',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd',plncCall?,pR.slnd',pRpstlnd')() =
nCONr.q? : N2RJ(nC~4r'Q'.nCONr.s',nDATr.q',nDISind' ,nDISr.q',nRESr'Q?nRESr,s',n_c.p',n_na',pCallCon?,pClrlnd',plncCall?,pR.slnd',pR.stlnd')()

• nCONr.q? : N2R3(nCONrpq',nCONr';',nOATr'Q',nDISr.q',nRESr.q',nRESr.s?,n_c,p?,n_na',pCallCon',pCalIR,q' ,pClrI~d',plncCal1',pR,;lnd?,pR.stlnd')()



N1Pl(nCONrpq?,nCONrps',nDATrpq',nOISind! ,nOISrpq',nRESrpq?,nRESrps?,n_cPp',n_na',pCal1Con',pClrlnd',pClrR@q' ,plncCall',pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd?)() =
nCONrpq? : N2Pl(nCONrpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nOISjnd~ ,n01Srpq?,nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cpp?,n_na?,pCal1Con?,pClrlnd',pClrRpq! ,plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')()

+ plncCall? : N1P3(nCONrpq',nCONrps',nDATrpq?,nOISind ' ,nOISrpq',nRESrpq?,nRESrps',n_cPp',n_na?,pCallCon',pClrlnd',pClrRpq~ ,plncCall',pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')()
+ pClrRpq! : N1P6(nCONrpq',nC~.rps?,nDATrpq',nOISind' ,nOISrpq',nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cPp',n_na?,pCallCon',pClrlnd',plncCal1?,pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd')()
+ pClrlnd? : N1P7(nCONrpq',nCONrps',nDATrpq',nOISind ' ,nOISrpq?,nPESrpq?,nRESrps',n_cpp',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd',pClrRpq!,plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()
+ pRpstlnd' : N1R3(nCONrpq',nCONrps',nDATrpq',nOlSind! ,nD1Srpq',nRESrpq',nRESrps?,n_cpp',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,pClrRpq! ,plncCall',pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd?)()

N2P3(nCONr,q?,nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nOISind! ,nOISrpq?,nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cPp?,n_na',pCal1Con',pClrlnd?,pClrRpq',plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')() =
nOISind ' : N1P3(nCONrpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nDISrpq',nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cPP?,n_na',pCal1Con?,pClrlnd?,pClrRpq ' ,plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')()

+ nOISrpq? : N1P3(nCONrpq?,nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nDISind ' ,n~ISrpq?,nRESrpq?,nRESrps',n_cpp?,n_na',pCallCon',pClrlnd',pClrR@q~ ,plncCall',pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()
+ pClrRpq! : N2P6(nCONrpq?,nCONrps?,nDATrpq?,nDISind! ,nDISrpq',nRESrpq',nRESrps?,n_cPp?,n_na',pCallCon',pClrlnd',plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()
+ pClrlnd? : N2P7(nCONrpq?,nCONrps',nDATrpq',nDISind!,nDISrpq?,nRESrpq?,nRESrps?,n_cpp',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,pClrRpq!,plncCall',pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()
+ pRpstlnd' : N2R3(nC~.rpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq?,nDlSind! ,nDISrpq?,nRESrpq?,nRESrps?,n_cpp?,n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,pClrRpq! ,plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()

N2P7(nCONrpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nDISind! ,nDISrpq?,nRESrpq?,nRESrps',n_cPp?,n_na',pCallCon',pClrlnd',plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')() =
nDISind! : N1P7(nCONrpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nOISrpq',nRESrpq',nPESrps',n_CPP?,n_na',pCal1Con',pClrlnd',plncCall?,pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd')()

+ nDISrpq' : N1P7(nCONrpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nDISind',nDISrpq',nRESrpq?,nRESrps?,n_cpp?,n_na?,pCallCon',pClrlnd',pClrRpq!,plncCal1?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')()
+ pRpstlnd' : N2R3(nC~.rpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nOISind! ,nDISrpq',nRESrpq?,nRESrps',n_cpp?,n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pR,slnd',pRpstlnd?)()

N2R3(nCONrpq',nCONrps',nOATrpq?,nDISind!,nDISrpq?,nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cPp',n_na',pCalICon',pClrlnd',plncCall?,pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd?)() =
nDISind' : N1R3(nCONrpq',nCONrps',nDATrpq',nOISrpq',nRESrpq',nRESr@s',n_cpp',n_na?,pCal1Con?,pClrlnd',plncCall?,pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd')()

+ nDISrpq? : N1R3(nCONrpq?,nCONrps',nDATrpq',nOISind! ,nOISrpq',nRESrPQ',nRESrps?,n_cpp?,n_na?,pCal1Con',pClrlnd?,pClrRpq~ ,plncCall',pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd?)()

N2P2(nCONrpq?,nCONrps?,nOATrpq?,nOISrpq?,nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cPP',n_na',pCallCon',pClrlnd?,plncCall',pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')() =
nOISrpq' : N1P2(nCONrpq',nCONrps',nDATrpq?,nOISrpq?,nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cpp',n_na?,pCallCon?,pClrlnd',pClrRpq' ,plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')()

+ plncCal1? : N2PS(nCONrpq?,nCONrps?,nOATrpq?,nOISreq?,nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cpp?,n_na',pCallCon',pClrlnd?,plncCal1?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd')()
+ pCal1Con' : N201(nCONcon~,nCONrpq?,nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nDISrpq',nRESrpq',nPESrps',n_cpp',n_na',pCal1Con?,pClrlnd?,plncCal1',pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()

+ pClrlnd? : N2P7(nCONrpq?,nCONrps',nDATr,q',nD1Sind! ,n01Srpq?,nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cpp?,n_na?,pCal1Con?,pClrlnd?,plncCal1?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()
+ pRpstlnd' : N2R3(nCONrpq',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nD1Srpq',nRESrpq',nRESrps?,n_cpp',n_na',pCallCon',pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()

N2P3(nC~.ind' ,nCONrpq?,nCONrps?,nDATrpq?,nDISrpq?,nRESrpq?,nRESrps?,n_cpp',n_na',pCallCon?,pCallRpq',pClrlnd',plncCall?,pRpsInd?,pRpstlnd?)() =
pRpstlnd' : N2R3(nCONind ' ,nC~.rpq?,nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nDISrpq',nRESrpq',nRESrps?,n_cPp',n_na',pCallCon?,pCallRpq' ,pClrlnd?,plncCall',pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd')()

N2P7(nCONrpq',nCONrps',nOATrpq',nDISind' ,nOISrpq',nRESrpq',nRESrps',n_cPp',n_na',pCallCon?,pCal1Rpq' ,pClrlnd',plncCal1',pRpslnd?,pRpstlnd?)() =
n01Sind ' : N1P7(nCONreq',nCONrps',nDATrPQ',nDISrpq',nRESrpq?,nRESr@s',n cpp',n na',pCal1Con?,pCallRpq' ,pClrlnd?,plncCall?,pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()

+ p~pstlnd? : N2R3(nC~.r@q',nCONrps?,nDATrpq',nOISind' ,nOlSrpq',nPESrpq"~RESres?,n_cpp,,n_na',pCallCon',pCal1Rpq! ,pClrlnd?,plncCall',pRpslnd',pRpstlnd?)()



CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

In this thesis we showed that Milner's CCS can be used to model communication

protocols with a certain amount of abstraction. The amount of abstraction

necessary at the moment to describe real-world systems in CCS, creates a gulf

between the members of this research group and the other members of the

Digi tal Systems Group. Subjects of research which are placed between these

groups, contribute to bridging this gulf so that members of each group may

understand each other.

Interface behaviour descriptions can be derived with a relatively small

effort using the method presented here. However, due to the fact that the

causal relations are specified by the designer (who is not infallible), the

interface is not correct by construction. The behaviour description must be

verified, and the causal relation, global condition or history list

maintenance strategy corrected if necessary.

The issue of the history list maintenance strategy is clearly an item for

further research.

It was also shown that behaviour descriptions of "real" protocols may become

large and unwieldy. This stresses the importance of good software tools to

assist the designer in his task. Although the CCS_TOOL version 1.1 is ideal

for small CCS descriptions, its limits are encountered rapidly when using it

with larger CCS descriptions. At the moment, other tools are either

unavailable or unreliable.

It is necessary therefore, to dramatically increase the effort put into

software development in this research group.
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Appendix A: An Implementation of the Interface Design Method Algorithm

The implementation developed for the IDM algorithm is

"user-unfriendly". It accepts an input file in a defined format,

form of error-checking (I), and produces an output file.

definitely

without any

Ena

Hist

The history-list maintenance strategy, and the global condition, of both

examples in this thesis are identical. Therefore they are hard-coded in the

program.

The input file contains the following items in Prolog predicates:

The behaviour descriptions of IX and IY

- The initial state of the interface

- The set of output actions of IX and IY

- The causal relations

This file has the following format:

The behaviour of IX and IY is contained in predicates

transit ("SO", "act", "51").

The initial state XOYO is specified in the predicate:

comb_states(cs( "XO" , "YO", ENA, HIS».

The list of enabled actions ENA must be in alphabetical order, i.e.

A,B,C, ... X,Y,Z,_,a,b,c, .. ,x,y,z

The set of output actions of IX and IY are contained in predicates

outputs_X ( [list of actions] ).

outputs_Y( [list of actions] ).

The causal relations are specified in predicates:

caus_rel(n, X, Y, Ena, Hist, (conditions) , (effects) ).

The conditions and effects must be between parentheses.

n is an integer which denotes the number of the relation, the causal

relations are numbered consecutively starting from 1.

denotes a list of enabled actions.

denotes the history list. The first member of the list is the most

recent action!

X and Y denote the state of each side of the interface.

conditions may be any Prolog clause, and may contain predicates

on Ena, Hist, X or Y.
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effects is an expression constructed of the elements:

e(action) enable action

d(action) disable action

and

or

exor

The input file may contain comments between I- and -I.

As examples, the input files of chapter 2.5 and chapter 4.5 are included in

appendix B.

THE PROGRAM

The program is implemented in C-Prolog and runs on a SUN 3/110 workstation. A

version was also developed for a PC using an incremental Prolog compiler.

Because of heap problems with large behaviour descriptions, this approach was

abandoned. It suffices however, for the first example.

C-Prolog is invoked from the UNIX prompt by typing:

prolog

See page 2 of the manual for flags to allocate more heap, e.g.

prolog -h 1000

Prolog will respond with the prompt

I?-

Next, load the program c_idm.pro by typing:

(' c_idm. pro' ].

Finally, load the input file by typing:

( 'your_file. pro' ].

To start execution, type:

combination.

Now you can wait for the execution to end normally or, if it takes too long,

force termination with:

ctrl-C

a

To log the results to the disk (they will be written to file idm.log) enter:

log.
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INTERNAL REPRESENTATION:

The states of the interface are represented by predicates:

cs(Xi,Yj,ENA,HIS)

Xi represents a state of system X, Yj represents a state of system Y.

ENA is the list of enabled actions.

HIS is the history list of actions.

comb_states(cs("Xi","Yj",ENA,HIS)) represents: the outgoing arcs of state

XiYj(ENA)(HIS) are to be computed.

comb_ready(cs("Xi","Yj",ENA,HIS)) represents: the outgoing arcs of state

XiYj(ENA)(HIS) are have been computed. The outgoing arcs are represented

in predicates:

transi t 1 ("Xi Yi (ENA) (HIS)", _, _).
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Program listing:

/. 1DM version for C-Prolog ./

/. Log the results to file 1DM.LOG ./
log :-

tell (' idm. log' ),
log_transit 1,
fail.

log;- told.

/. single quotes make it an atom ./

log_transit 1 ;-
transi t1 (A, B, C),
name(NA,A), /. convert to atoms ./
name (NB, B) ,
name (NC, C),
nl.
wri te(NA),
wr i te (' = '),
nl.
write(' '),
write (NB),
write(' : '),
wri te(NC), nl,
retract(transit1(A,B,C)),
log_rest (A) ,
fail.

log_transit 1.

10g_rest(A) ;- not(transit1(A,_,_)).
log_rest (A) :-

transi t1 (A, B, C),
name (NB, B),
name (NC, C) ,
write(' +'),
wri te(NB),
write(' : '),
wri te(NC), nl,
retract(transit1(A,B,C)),
fail.

/ /

/. The algorithm • /
/ /

combination
combination
combination

.- not(comb_states(_)).
combine, fail.
combination.

/. no more states to be evaluated ./

combine .-
comb_states (State) ,
combine_one (State) ,
retract(comb_states(state)),
assertz(comb_ready(state)), !.
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/ ••• apply algorithm to one state •••/
combine_one(State) ;

all_X_steps(State),
all_Y_steps(State) ,
deadlock_check(State).

/ ••• System X •••/

all_X_steps(State)
State = cs(Xl, Yl, ENA1, HIS1),
transit(Xl, Act, X2),
member (Act,ENA1),
interpreter(Xl, Yl, ENA1, [ActIHIS1], ENA2) ,
validate (ENA2),
update_history([Actl [ActIHIS1]], HIS2),
step_administrate ( Xl,Yl,ENA1,HIS1, Act, X2,Yl,ENA2,HIS2),
:fail.

all_X_steps (_).

/ ••• System Y •••/

al l_Y_steps (State)
State = cs(Xl, Yl, ENA1, HIS1),
transit(Yl, Act, Y2),
member(Act,ENA1),
interpreter(Xl, Yl, ENA1, [ActIHIS1], ENA2) ,
validate (ENA2) ,
update_history([Actl [ActIHIS1]], HIS2),
step_administrate ( Xl,Yl,ENA1,HIS1, Act, Xl,Y2,ENA2,HIS2),
:fai 1.

all_V_steps (_).

deadlock_check(State);
combstate_string(State,S),
not(transltl(S,_,_»,
assertz(transitl(S,"", "Nil"».

deadlock_check(_).

/. in this version o:f the program we do not maintain a history list ./
update_history(_, []).

/. Check the global condition.
/. In this case we do not want
validate(ENA) ;-

outputs_X(Xlist),
proJ(ENA, Xlist, XP ),
numb_elem(XP, NX),
NX < 2,
outputs_Y(Ylist),
proJ(ENA, Ylist, yP ),

numb_elem(YP, NY),
NY < 2,!.

./
two outputs at one side to be enabled ./
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/ /

/.............. adding the proper transitl to the database •••••••••/
/ /

step_administrate ( Xl,Yl,ENAl,HISl, Act, X2,Y2,ENA2,HIS2):
transitl_assertion( cs(Xl,Yl,ENAl,HISl), Act, cs(X2,Y2,ENA2,HIS2) ),
add_statelist(X2,Y2,ENA2,HIS2),!.

add_statelist(X2,Y2,ENA2,HIS2):-
Newstate = cs(X2,Y2,ENA2,HIS2),
not(no_~urther_expansion(Newstate»,

assertz(comb_states(Newstate».

nO-further_expansion(Newstate):
comb_ready(Newstate);
comb_states(Newstate).

/ ;
/ •••••••• translate a comb_state into a string •••••••••;
/ •••••••• and assert a 'transitl' to the database •••••••••;
/ ;

transitl_assertion(Cl,Port,C2):
combstate_string(Cl,Stringl),
combstate_string(C2,String2),
assert(transitl(Stringl,Port,String2».

combstate_string(cs(X,Y,ENA,HIS),State):
append(X, Y, S),
list_str(ENA,Strl),
list_str(HIS,Str2),
concat_mes_lists(Strl,Str2,Str),
append(S,Str,State) , !.

concat_mes_lists (" ( ) II , II ( ) II , "").

concat_mes_lists(Strl,Str2,Str):
append(Strl,Str2,Str).

1 i s t _s t r ( [ 1, II ( ) " ) •

list_str([HITaill,Res):-
append ( II (", H, Head),
list_str_tail(Tail,Head,Res).

list_str_tall ([ 1, Head, Res): - append(Head, ") ", Res).
list_str_tail([HITaill,Head,Res):-

append(Head, ", ", Headl),
append(Headl,H,Head2),
list_str_tail(Tail,Head2,Res).
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I····················································· /
/............. The Interpreter, interprets the causal relations ••••••••/
I····················································· /
I· define infix operators for the actions of the causal relations ./

?- opC500, xfy, and).
?- opC510, xfy, or ).
?- opC510, xfy, exor).

interpreterCX, Y, Ena, Hist, NewEna)
intrprtrCO, X, Y, Ena, Hist, NewEna).

IntrprtrCN, X, V, Ena, Hist, NewEna) -
NN is N+l,
caus_relCNN, X, Y, Ena, Hist, Conditions, Effects),
call CConditions) , !,
transformCEna, Effects, Intermediate),
intrprtrCNN, X, Y, Intermediate, Hist, NewEna).

intrprtrCN, X, Y, Ena, Hist, NewEna)
NN is N+l,
caus_reICNN,_,_,_,_,_,_),!,
intrprtrCNN, X, Y, Ena, Hist, NewEna).

intrprtrC_,_,_,New,_,New).

/. and ./
transformCOld, Mutation and Tail, New) :

transformCOld, Mutation, Intermediate),
transformClntermediate, Tail, New).

/. or ./
transformCOld, Mutation or _' New) :

transformCOld, Mutation, New).
transformCOld, _ or Tail, New) :

transformCOld, Tail, New).
transformCOld, Mutation or Tail, New)

transformCOld, Mutation, Intermediate),
transformClntermediate, Tail, New).

/. exor ./
transformCOld, Mutation exor Tail, New)

transformCOld, Mutation, New).
transformCOld, _ exor Tail, New) :

transformCOld, Tail, New).

Ie The transforms are of the following kind:
/. eCaction) = enable action
/. dCaction) = disable action

transformCOld, eCVar) , Old) '
memberCVar, Old).

transformCOld, eCVar), New)
notCmemberCVar, Old)),
alph_insertCVar,Old,New).
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transform(Old, d(Var) , Old) :
not(member(Var,Old».

transform(Old, d(Var) , New) :
member (Var , Old),
delete(Var,Old,New).

/ /
/ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• List processing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• /
/ /

delete(_, [], [l)'
delete(X, [XI L], M) : - !, delete(X, L, M).
delete(X, [YILl], [YIL2]) :- delete(X,Ll,L2)'

/. predicate to compare the alphabetical order of two strings. ./
/. See C&M page 63 ./
aless(L,M) :- alessx(L,M).

alessx( [], [_1_] ).
alessx( [X,_], [YI_]
alessx( [HI Q], [HI Sl

X<Y.
. - alessx(Q, 5).

/. alphabetical insert in list: X=eI ement, L=list, N=newlist ./
alph_insert(X, [l, [Xl).
alph_insert(X, [HIT], [XI [HIT]]) :- aless(X,H),!.
alph_insert(X, [HIT], [HIN]) :- alph_insert(X,T,N).

/. Projection of set A on set B gives set C : proj(A,B,C). ./
proj ( [ ], _' [ ]) .
proj([HIT], L2, [HIRes]

member(H,L2) ,
proj(T, L2, Res).

proj([HIT], L2, Res) :
not(member(H,L2»,
proj (T, L2, Res).

/. number of elements in a list ./
numb_elem(L, N) :-

numb_elem2(L, N, 0).
numb_elem2([],Count, Count).
numb_elem2([HITl, N, Count) :

Count2 is Count +1 ,
numb_elem2(T,N, Count2).

/ ••••••• This section especially for C-Prolog ••••••• /
member (X, [XI_]).
member(X, [_I T] ) member (X, T).

append ( [ ] , L, L) .
append([XI Ll], L2, [XI L3])

/ •••• EOF ••••/

append(Ll,L2,L3).
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Appendix B: Sample Input Files

Input file for example in chapter 2.5

If Ilrrorea behavlClur of the systels t!

transit ( "SCi' , "con?", ·51" ,.
transit; 'S1 8

, ·5t=r"l1~ IiS(jt! I.
tr,;r,sit ( "Slil. 'ptr~', IeS2t I.
trar!Slt( 'E1P. , "ntr!", "S5' ).

tra,sit l *'5;:', 'ster?", 'SO' ).

transit( "52', 'dter i' , "55" I.
tra!'lsit ; '55!', Oster?' , "50" /.

transit( "DO', "con' , , "D3" ).

translt\ "D~,;l , "ste~~.!, "u,)' ) ,

transit( "Ii:'" • ... ptr?il, "[14' ).

tral1sit( "D3' , "ntr?', "DO" ).

transit ( "D4", "ster'", "D6" I.
trar.s!t( "[14 i , '~+p • .,. "0(" ).~ ~_.. I

transit( t r!~ I' . 'ater~" , I ['(Ill ) .

I' initial state (e~abled list lust be ln alohabetieal order) '1

It s~E:ify the list o~ Ojt~uts for each SlOe .!
outputs}. t ~ 'pt r p •• 'ntr;", 'dte r '" j J.
outputs_Y( r'CO/1'",'ste pl

'] "

II CfJSa: relations .1
eaus_rel( 1, X,Y,Ena,Hlst, ( Hlst:["con?"] l 1 ( e("eon,lj ) I.
causJel( 2, J.,Y,Ena,Hist. ( Hist:['ster?"], nat(F.eilber("ntr",Ena)), r1Dt(F.E~ber("coni',Ena)!, not(lel!Dsri'dter:",Ena):. ):
\=="55" ) 1 ( ei'ster'" I ) ).

caus_rel( 3, ~,Y,En2.His:, Hlst:["ster?'], ~e~ber("ntr",Ena), 1\=:"55" ,( d("ntr") ) ).
causJel( 4, 1.,Y,Ena,~ist, Hist:~'ster?'), I!ember("ptr",Ena), X\:="S5'), d('ptr'" ard e("ster"i! ).
causJel( 5, J.,Y,Ena,Hist, H:st=["ste:r':"l, te~tH('cor::',Er.a), X\=:"S~I') dilcon'") j.

causJel( o! 1.,Y.Ena.Hist, Hist=['ster?"], .eftber("dteri',Ena) i , ( d("dter") I I.

caus_reI! 7, J.,Y,Ena,Hist, Hlst=['ptr?"l, not(member("ster!",Ena))), ( e("ptr") ) ).
caus_rel( 8, J..~,Ena,Hlst, ~ist=['ntr?'J, not(lelber("ster",Ena), ) , ( e(" ntr") ) i.
taus_reI ( 9, _,Y,Ena,Wist. Hist:['ntr?"), lember("ster'",Ena)!, ( d('ster'") ) ).
l:2USJP]tl':" X,V,E'12,HHt, Hist=["dter?"], not(lIIe'!!ber('ster'",Ena)) ) , ( e('dter'") ) i.
taus_rel(ll, X,Y,Ena,Hist, Hist:['dter?'], tetter("ster",Ena) ) 1 ( d("ster") ) ).
eausJell12, J.,V,Ella,Hist, Hlst=['ptr!"] i (d('ptr'"))).
caus_rel!l3, !,',Era,H:st, Hlst=["ntr'"] \ ,( d('ntr") ) ).
raus_rel(l~, l,l,En2 ,Mlst, Hlst=["dter"]) I ( d('dter! ') ) I.
caus_rel(l5, A,Y,Ena,Hist, Hlst=["con'"] I 1 ( til'con!') ) ).
caus_rel(lb, J.,V,Era,Hlst, Hist=["ster'"j), ( d("ster'") ) ).
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Input flIe for example in chapter 4.5

t~C''1sit( 'N1" , "I1CON'e~"'c, 'te l.
t~ansit( '/t/l', 'n _reo", 'Ne' l.
transit( "N2', "nCm~con ~ " "N4' I.
~ra"~itt '1'2" , "n[t15Hld' n, 'Nl' ).

t'a",ait( ·N2 1
, 'nDISre~')', 'Nl' l.

tra~si t( 'N3' , 'nCONres"', 'N4' ).

tr1.lnsi t( 'N3' , 'nDI5i'1o!', 'Nl' ).

translt( ·N3 1l
, 'nDI5req"', 'NI D l.

tr~nsit( 'N4' , 'nDPTreq"" , "N4' l,
trarsit( "N4' , 'nRESreQ~', ''IS' l.
t'a1sit( 'N4', 'nDI5reo"', 'Nl' ).

trallsit( 'N4", 'nDATino,n, 'N4' ) .
t'ansit{ 'N4', 'n~.ESind! " 'N6' ).

transit ( 'N4", 'nDISind''', 'Nl' i.
translt( ·NSb

J 'nF:ESc:Jn", 'N4' j.

transit( "NS', 'nDISreq"', 'Nl' i.
trar'~.l t ( 'NS·, &1ir-ISi,d~·, 'Ni' i.
t~anslti ·N~r. 'nRt:5res')n, 'h~' I.
tra'1sit! 'N6', 'nDIS'eo"', 'Nl' l.
transit( 'Nb' , 'nDISinc", 'Nl' l.
tr~nsit( 'NB' , "n_cep?' , 'N:;' I.
t~anslti 'Nc" , 'n-r;a? II, IlNl" i.

transit( "N9', 'nCONHlO!' , 'N3' ).

transit. ·Pl', 'pCal1Reo" , ep2l; i.
trallslt i,

I"" • £ 'plr:cCai P', 'P3' j.t'l ,

translt( 'Pl', 'pC1r~eq''', 'Pb' ).

transit( 'Pl', 'p:2rl'lQ)', 'P7' ).

transi ti 'PI", I!pRestlnd?J! ~ 'F,3' ) .
t'ansltl "P2', 'piocCa! P', 'PS" ) .
transit( 'P2" , 'pCal1CQrl')" , 'Dl'; I.
tr2,,:slt( ·r':' , I!~,['lr~:e~: ii, "Fbi J.
t~arsit( I: F-'2 " , 'pClrlno i " , 'F)" ).

tra'ls;.t( '=P2 1o
• ·p~,estind')" , "R:, ' I·

transit! 'P3" , 'pCal1Acc'", 'Dl' l.
tra(\sit( tlp3-, "pCl !'"~:eq t i ~ 'Po' i.
transit ( t:P~.1l , 'pCl rlnd':' , 'Pi" ).

t'a'lsitt ·F3·~ ilpFes~Irl:('1', I!E3" ) .
trar,slti, '[11", 'pRes~,ec ", & ...... L i.Ui

translt( '01', 'pReslnd'!u, 'D3 1i ).

t~arSlt( 'Dll.. 'pDtePat''', 'D1" ;.
tra'1sit( 'Dl' , 'pDceDat"" , 'Dl' l,
transit ( "Dl', 'pC1rReq:' , 'Po' l.
t'al'lsitl '01', 'pClrlnd'!', 'P7' i.
transi tt 'Dl', 'pRsstJl1d')' , 'R3' ).

t~ans:t( "Di" , 'pResw:eq", 'D2' ).

transIt I, 'D2" , ·pReslnd')', 'Dl' ).

tral'lslti 'D2", l'oF:;sCa~--:61 , 'Dl 1 } ,

transit( ·D2". 'pClrReq", 'Pb' I.
trafm t ( "D2 d

, 'pClrlnd'!", 'Pi' l.
transitl ID2 L

, 'pRestlnd~i" , 1"3 11 ) .
transIt( "D3', 'pReslnd"·, 'D3' ).

trarSl tl •r'3' , 'pResReQ", '01" i.
t~ansit( 'D3", 'pResC~I"'. 'Dl' I.
t ra'1sit( 'n:\M 'pC! ~Re~ , , , "Pb' )...,"" .
t~"'l:lt( ~r'3' • 'pC1rl(\1')', 'P7' ).

trarsi t l 1[13 11
, 'pResU"d i " , 'R3' ).
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Input file for example in chapter 4.5 (continued)

trar-5it( "PS', "pCa!ICon?', "Dl' I.
tral'sit( "PS", "pClrReQ'", "Pb' ),

trt?'151~i "P 5' , "pUrlno?' , 'P?' i.
tra'5it( "P5", "pRl?5tJnd~'" , "R3' ),

t'ansitl "P6' . ·pCaIIC!)n?", "Pb' I,
trt?nsit( "P6', "pIneCt?1 p', "Pb" ),

tral1Slt( 'Pb", "pClrCon'" , 'Pl" ) ,

tr,Hsi t ( "P61!, 'pC!rInd~" , "Pl' i,
t~t?nsit( "Pbi!, 'pRes tll'd'" , "R3' ).

transIt ( "F7 u
ll "pClrCon '", 'Pl' l,

transit( "P7' , "pRestI'1o", "R3' I,
tral'siti 'R3" , "pRestCon i

', 'Pl' ) ,

It initial state (enabled list lust be in alphabetical order:
f.. ~ F", ." I , Z~ _~ a, b, • I I ~ : ) */

c~~t _~ ti!tf~ ~ : ~ { fl Nl ll , 'Pl ll ~ [& !1CON!'"eq?' , •nCDNre~.?· •'nDAT!"'eq?!t ~ In!J! S~e~ '.p.• 'nRES!"eQ?' , ·nRES~e5?· , e!'1_~ :p~11! ( 1; It _n~ ~.l. , II pCa 11 C~;~~,

','p:lrlnd",'pln~Call",'pReslnd'L,'pRestlnd"], [)) ),

'. Sneeify the list of o~tputs for e2:h side: Ii
outputs_XI ['nCDN:or","nCON1'1~~',"nPATlnd:','nDISind!',"nRESind'",'nRES:or-!','n_req"] j.
out~uts_¥( ['pSal!A:c'·,'p(aIIReq",'pC]rCon'","pClrReQ'",'pDteDat",'pResCon'",'pResReq:','pRestC:~I'j ),

,a causal relation~ Ii

ca~s_rel(l!, A,l,Er.a,~ist,

cau5_rel(12. X,I,Ena,Hlst,
c~~s_'eII13, l,l,En2,H:st.
caus_rel j 14, r, Y,E!1a,Hist,
caus_relilS, J,Y.Ena,Hlst,

d('nRESind~') I.
d('nRES:on"j I,
d("nJe~r") ) ).
d('pCaIIAcc") I I,

d("pCaIIReq:', ) l,
d("pClr[on iU

, ) I,
d('pClrReQ"! ) ),
d('pDteuat'") i.
d!'pRes[oni'j I ,.

( d("pResReo") I I.
i d("pRestCon i

') ) i.

) I

).

).

) .

d (r.!"l[O~:Qr::;' ,t

d("nCO~ilnd:')
dr "nDATlfld ~')

d( II nDISlnd ,Il;

Hlsl=['nCO~:r~"l j ,

Hlst=['nCONlnd"] 1

H1St=[ 'n[;~Tind I ') ) ,

H:s!=[ 'n[l~lM~ i "]

Hist=[~nRESi~~j~) ! •

Hlst=["I'RESCO!1 I
'] ) ,

Hist=['n_req'"j )
Hlst=['pCaIIA::"J ),
Hist=['pCaJlReQ1'J I,
Hist=[h p[lrCol1,h] I ,
Hlst=["pClrReQ'"J) ,
Hist=['pDt~Dat!'l ) ,
Hlst=['pRes[:,~'''] ) •
Hist=['pResRec") ) ,
Hist=['pRestConl'J I,

X, i,Eq,Hlst,
X,l,£r,a,lilst,
) 1 v,E~; ,~i:-t.

X, i ,En2,~lst,

J.,! ,E",2,~lSt.

J,Y,Ena,Hlst ,
l,Y,Ena,Hi5t,
J.,LEna,H15t,

C~i.:S Jel; 1,
ca"'5 -reI( 2,
calIS-rel( 3,
r:~u~_rel { 4,

Cal!S rei( I;

- " ,
caus -reJ( b,
cad - rei( 7,
ca'JS -rei( 8,
caus _rei ( 9,

causJel !l6,
calis_reI (17,
causJel(18,
ra~sJeJ '.1 ~,

cau~Je)(2f:',

caus_re] (i.1,
ntl s_rel(22,
caus_rel (23,
c~~sJ€li24,

causJelf2:1 ,

calisJel 26,
cau~_rel

c2,:s_rel
~,LS rei

X.Y,Ena,Hlst,
X. Y,Era,f'lst,
J,l,E!1a,Hist,
X. \ ,Era .H1Sl,
X,',Ent?,Hlst,
)', l ,Er,2!Hist,
X,Y,EI'2,Hist,
X,Y,Ena,Hist,
X,,',Ena,His!,
.,Y,E'l?,Hist,
1,Y,Ena,Hist!
X, Y,E'la,His·t,
X, '{ ,Er~.·ilst.
), y,E~a,~is·t,

Hist=["nCONreQ'''J I. i e('nDISind;i,) eHl' e('pCallF:eq"j ) I.

Hi5t=['pll'c(~IP"J. Y=='Pl" I, ',ei'pClrReo") er.or e('nCONir~":

Hist=[·nce~m.'·] 11 (e("pCaIIAcc") I ).
Hist=['pCall[Dr~'l, 1,=='Pf' I, I e!'nCDN:oM") !.
Hist=["nDISreQ?"), Y\=='P6' I, I e("pClrReo'il

( Hist=['pClrReo'"J, Y\=='P3'), I e('nDlSind")
I Hist=['pC!rlnd"j, Y\=="P6' l, (e("nDISind")
( Hist=['pRestlnd") I, (e('nDISind " )) l.
i H15t=['nDATreq?") I, (e("pData:") I J,

( Hi5t=[·pD;tt?'l")), (e("!1DATind";) I,
Hist=['nRESreq"BJ I, (e("pRe5F:eo")) l.
Hist=["pResConf?")), (e("rRESirc"I) l.
Hlst=["p~e~!'ld'l'] I, (e('nPE~ir~"l) I.
~lst=['n~ESres'l'l I. (el'p~es::r"1 I ),
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Appendix C: Abbreviations

BNF

CCITT

CCS

CEP

CEPI

DCE

DTE

IDM

ISO

LAP

LAPB

MBS

NC

NS

NSAP

OSI

PAD

Qas

SAP

SP

Backus-Naur Form

The Consultative Committee for International Telegraph

and Telephone

Calculus of Communicating Systems

Connection EndPoint

Connection EndPoint Identifier

Data Circuit-terminating Equipment

DataTerminal Equipment

Interface Design Method

International Standards Organization

Link Access Procedure

Link Access Procedure Balanced Mode

M-bit Sequence (X.25)

Network Connection

Network Service

Network Service Access Point

Open Systems Interconnection

Packet Assembler I Disassembler

Quality of Service

Service Access Point

Service Primitive
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Appendix E: State Transition Diagram of Network Service Primitives

DISreqt
DISind t

CONcont

RESreqt

o REScon1'
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Appendix F: State Transition Diagram of X.25 Packet Level Protocol

Reslnd?

Reslnd?

ResReq!
ResCon!

RestCon!
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